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Abstract:  
In this paper, a system dynamic model is developed to design a robust policy for 
heavy equipment acquisition, to improve the performance of the company by preventing 
the company from facing low liquidity while utilizing its capacity to grow. The 
performance of the company depends on the resources that the company uses such as 
the salesmen, the customers, the inventory and the cash level. A system dynamic model 
is built based on these resources in order to simulate the performance of the company.  
By running the Simulation model of the company under various scenarios, the 
management of the company can prepare itself to face possible changes in government 
regulations. Based on the model, an interactive learning environment has been 
developed to enable managers to observe the consequences of their decisions on the 
performance of the company.  
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Chapter 1: Problem Definition 
 
1-1. Introduction 
 Supply chain management is the study of the transition and process of a 
product from early stages of production until it reaches the very end user of the product. 
In other words,  supply chain management is the management of a network of 
interconnected businesses involved in the provision of product and service packages 
required at the end customers in a supply chain (Harland, 1996).  Supply chain, in its 
common form, starts with the factory, which manufactures the product. Later the 
product transfers to the whole seller, which sells the product to the retailers. In this 
example, retailers constitute the latest step in the supply chain who delivers the product 
to the customers. In some cases, the supply chain continues to the customers and the 
process of recycling the product to a new one. Figure 1.1 shows the structure of an 
example of a supply chain. The management of a supply chain addresses a variety of 
problems, such as choosing the network of businesses to achieve the lowest possible 
cost or the channels in which they can transfer and share vital information through the 
chain. One of the problems that supply chain management should address is Inventory 
management. 
 
In a literal sense, inventory refers to stocks of any phusical material required to 
run a business. These stocks represent a big share of the business investment and must 
be managed well to secure and  increase the profit. In supply chain management, 
inventory refers to the stock of finished product ready to be delivered to the next stage 
in the supply chain. Any inventory represents money tied up to the products stored in 
the inventory, until the product leaves the inventory as sold product. As a result, good 
management of the inventory will reduce the costs of the company by reducing the 
money locked in the inventory and thus increasing the liquidity of the company.  
Inventory management becomes more crucial for companies involved with the 
expensive products such as heavy equipment.  
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Figure 1.1: Supply chain model by Jay Forrester. Source: Forrester (1961) 
 
Heavy equipment, also known as construction equipment or heavy machinery, 
refers to machines used to construct heavy-duty vehicles, usually ones involving 
earthwork operations. There are various types of heavy equipment with different 
functionalities, suitable for different tasks. Heavy equipment is needed in many 
industries such as construction, roads and mining. The cost of heavy equipment depends 
on the type of the equipment and the size of it. This thesis focuses on the inventory 
management for a heavy equipment dealer, ACE, in Southeast Asia.  
Southeast Asia is a region in Asia, roughly consisting of the countries that are 
geographically south of China, east of India, west of New Guinea and north of 
Australia. Cambodia, Laos, Burma (Myanmar), Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia and 
Indonesia are the largest countries in this region. Geologically, one of the most 
volcanically active regions in the world, the Malay Archipelago, is located in this 
region.1 Volcanic terrain made this region one of the best regions for mining. As a 
result, there is a major demand for heavy equipment especially the ones designed for 
                                                
1 According to the CIA World Factbook 
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mining operations. Most of the countries in Southeast Asia are located very close to the 
equator. As a result, these countries are tropical with two seasons, a dry and a rainy 
seasons. The special climate of tropical countries limits the time that mining and 
construction companies can operate. 
ACE, is a dealer of heavy equipment, which distributes, provides service and 
remanufactures heavy equipment in the region. Whenever the term, the company, is 
used in this thesis, it refers to ACE. ACE purchase heavy equipment from one of the 
leading brands of heavy equipment, originally located in Scandinavia. We refer to the 
manufacturer of the heavy equipment as the principle. The principle has many factories 
all over the world, and one located in Southeast Asia. The supply chain for heavy 
equipment in Southeast Asia starts with the manufacturer in the region, which it is 
referred to in this thesis as the principle. The next step in the supply chain is the dealer, 
ACE, and the customer is the last stage of the supply chain. 
ACE, as the leading distributer of heavy equipment, in its country has lately 
experienced rapid growth. In less than 10 years, ACE achieved the highest market share 
in its country. ACE, has, as its strategy, to maintaining all of its customer, and not to 
lose a single customer.  
  
 
1-2. Dynamic problem 
 While during 2010, ACE experienced an enormous growth in sales of 
100%, by the end of 2011, this company faced low liquidity. In order to solve the 
financial problem, ACE tried to find the reason behind the low level of cash, and what 
solution might help the company. Managers at ACE also mentioned that the level of 
Inventory is rising. Figure 1.2 shows the Inventory level for ACE from 2010 to 2011. 
The Inventory level in figure 1.2 is based on the data of the inventory level for the most 
common type of excavator sold by ACE. 
A high amount of inventory for ACE causes pressure on the amount of cash 
accessible for the company. Pressure on cash reduces the liquidity of the company, 
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forcing the company to tighten its customers’ terms of payment, which causes the rival 
companies to become more attractive for the customers. In extreme cases, low liquidity 
may delay payments to the principal company and damaging the relationship between 
the dealer and principal.  
 
Figure 1.2: The inventory of heavy equipment 2010-2011 
In this paper, we apply the resource based view. (Wenefelt 1984; Peteraf 1993). 
According to this view the performance of the company depends on the resources that a 
company acquires and the interaction between its various  resources. The most 
important performance indicator of any business unit is generating a larger future cash 
flow. A policy should not increase short time performance at the cost of long-term cash 
flow (Forrester, 1991). Mining, construction and roads companies are the main 
customers of heavy equipment from ACE. Located near the equator, mining companies 
are able to operate only during the dry season, around half of the year. On the supply 
side of the heavy equipment, ACE issue purchase orders to the principal company. The 
orders are executed, and the merchandise arrives after 4 months. The long transition 
time is caused by long distance between the manufacturer and ACE.  When unwilling to 
wait for such a long delivery time, customers of heavy equipment purchase their 
required equipment from rival companies. This will cause a reduction in the future cash 
flow of the company, -  the main performance indicator of the company. 
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Another important factor affecting the future performance of the company is 
caused by external conditions, over which ACE has no control. The most important of 
these factors is the government regulations. In the country where ACE is operating, the 
government controls a large fraction of the economy and changes the regulations 
frequently. In order to identify a robust policy, various policies is tested under a variety 
of scenarios, based on possible changes in government regulation.  
In order to address the problem of high inventory, we developed a system 
dynamics model to enable us design a robust policy for this problem. The system 
dynamic model has following sectors: Salesperson, Customers, Inventory and Cash. 
Each sector explains the dynamics of an important resource for the company. In chapter 
two, the big picture of the structure of the company, which shows the interaction 
between different resources, is presented. Then the dynamics of each sector will be 
discussed briefly. Subsequently, various policies are addressed by reporting on the 
results of running the simulation model, governed by these policies, under different 
scenarios. Then there is a final section is dedicated to conclusion. 
 
1-3. Methodology 
 System dynamics is a computer-aided approach for analyzing and solving 
complex problems with a focus on policy analysis and design. The problems addressed 
by system dynamics are based on the premise that the structure of a system, that is, the 
way essential system components are connected, generates its behavior (Sterman, 
2000). When a problem arises from the feedback within the system, it is important to 
understand the structure of the system. Understanding the system enables us to simulate 
the system, using computer programs, so as to reproduce the problem behavior. 
According to Jay Forrester, this kind of tool is necessary because, while people are good 
at observing the local structure of a system, they are not good at predicting how 
complex, interdependent systems will behave. (Forrester 1994) 
‘System Dynamics’, initially known as industrial dynamics, was first developed 
by Jay Forrester at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Originating from control 
theory and engineering, the System Dynamics approach is based on the recognition of 
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accumulation processes (delays), information feedback and non-linear relationships as 
the source of many of the problems we tend to face. Forrester (1961) describes 
Industrial dynamics as “… the study of the information feedback characteristics of 
industrial activity too show how organizational structure, amplification (in policies), 
and time delays (in decision and actions) interact to influence the success of the 
enterprise. It treats the interactions between the flows of information, money, orders, 
materials, personnel, and capital equipment in a company, an industry, or a national 
economy”. 
Lane (1998) summarizes Forrester’s method to address management problems as 
“… social systems should be modeled as flow rates and accumulations linked by 
information feedback loops involving delays and nonlinear relationships. Computer 
simulation is then the means of inferring the time evolutionary dynamics endogenously 
created by such system structures. The purpose is to learn about their modes of 
behavior and to design policies which improve performance”.   
Social systems typically originate from a synergy of relationships. According to 
Vennix (1996), as it is not possible to identify an analytical solution to most non-linear 
models (differential equation systems), Forrester choose an experimental, numerical, 
approach based on simulation. 
Human mind is usually incapable of calculating the behavior of complex 
systems. As a result, intuition based policies tend to fail, and the behavior of many 
complex systems are often deemed counter intuitive. Counter intuitive systems tend to 
resist intuitively designed policies. System dynamics models enable us to assess the 
behavior of the system resulting from policies we design under various scenarios. In this 
thesis we deemed system dynamics a suitable methodology precisely for the purpose of 
designing and assessing the effects and robustness’s of policy alternatives for ACE,. 
For this thesis, a System dynamic model of the supply chain is developed based 
on physical processes of the company and interviews with the managers of the 
company. The supply chain does not include decision rules for ordering of the 
equipment. An interactive game has been developed and presented to the managers of 
the company to allow them understand the effects of their decision rules (i.e. policies). 
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The parameters of the variables are estimated based on the data from ACE and from 
interviews with its managers. 
1-4. Research review 
A wide range of problems has been addressed using system dynamics, such as; 
corporate planning and policy design (Forrester 1961;  Lyneis 1980), economic 
behavior (Sterman et al. 1983), public management and policy (Homer and St Clair 
1991), theory development in the natural and social sciences(Dill 1997), biological and 
medical modeling (Hansen and Bie 1987), Energy and Environment (Ford and Lorber 
1997), Strategic dynamics( Warren 2002), and supply chain management (Towill1996a; 
Barlas and Aksogan 1997; Akkermans et al. 1999). 
The root of using system dynamics modeling for supply chain management lies 
in Industrial dynamics (Forrester 1958, 1961). Forrester, in his production-distribution 
model, used six interacting flows of information, materials, orders, money, labor, and 
capital equipment. Using his model, Forrester describes, analyses, and explains issues 
around supply chain management. Many recent research issues, such as demand 
amplification, inventory oscillations, de-centralized control or the impact of the use of 
information technology was pointed out by Forrester in 1961. Forrester essentially 
viewed a supply chain as part of an industrial system. 
Recent research in supply chain management by way of system dynamics is 
divided into three groups; (1) research concerned with contributing to theory building; 
(2) research using system dynamics modeling for problem solving; and (3) research 
work on improving the modeling approach (Angerhofer and Angelidas 2000). Research 
in  problem solving addresses various topics in supply chain management. There is 
researches conducted in the field of inventory management, demand amplification, 
supply chain re-engineering, and supply chain design. 
In the field of inventory management, Barlas and Aksogan(1997) use a case 
study in apparel supply chain. They use a physical structure of the system governed by 
an ordering decision rules. They used the data from a cloth manufacturer for parameter 
estimation. For some certain algorithms, they used a ‘C program’ to perform the 
calculations. Data collection was done in form of interviews with managers in different 
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departments and stages of the supply chain. Then, they validated the model using data 
from the apparel case study, following a traditional SD modeling approach (Richardson 
and Pugh 1981). Subsequently they tested different ordering and production policies 
under various scenarios for inventory level and demand patterns. Barlas and Aksogan 
(1997) found out that order policies as used in continuous systems are not adequate for 
partially discrete, partially continuous inventory systems. The outcome of the modeling 
efforts then lead to the proposition of new ordering policie that are robust in terms of 
fluctuations in demand for such inventory systems. (Angerhofer and Angelidas 2000) 
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Chapter 2: Dynamic hypothesis 
 
In this chapter, we discuss the structure of the model. The structure of the model 
embodies the hypothesis for this thesis. In this chapter, the big picture of the model is 
first presented. This shows how different sectors of the model interact with each other, 
while each sector represents an important resource for the company.  Subsequently, 
more detailed information about each sector and the structure of each sector is provided. 
The model is built with coding names for different sectors. There are also color codes 
for easier understanding of the model. A guideline for the naming and color codes, used 
in the model is presented in Appendix 1. The full list of equations for every variable, 
which is used in the model, is available in Appendix 2. 
 
2-1. The Big Picture  
In order to sell construction equipment, ACE needs to employ salespersons. A 
salesperson’s duty is to visit current customers and receive their inquiries. Of the other 
task of a salesperson is to discover new customers and persuade them to buy from ACE. 
Any salesperson have limited time to visit customers and, based on their skill level, 
needs a certain amount of time for each customer. Therefore, the number of Salesperson 
at any given time affects the performance of ACE by limiting the number of customers 
who buy from ACE.  The sales staff is one important resource for ACE, which affect 
the performance of the company. The number of salespersons can increase by recruiting 
new ones. The sales staff may drain out because of salespersons that retire or resign 
from ACE. 
A second resource, which affects the performance of ACE, is the number of 
customers who purchase from ACE. These are companies operating in Myanmar, which 
need heavy equipment and construction equipment for their operations. Mining, 
construction, road building and energy companies are examples of the companies who 
need this kind of equipment. Among the total number of companies who need these 
products, some of them are purchasing their required products from ACE, while others 
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purchase from ACE rivals. There are also companies who purchase both from ACE and 
its rivals, that are called shared customers in this paper. ACE customers and a fraction 
of shared customers submit inquiries for heavy equipment. The inquiries drive ACE’s 
sales, which will form the revenue of ACE from selling of heavy equipment.  
ACE is unable to influence their customers base directly. However, ACE can 
absorb more customers by increasing its salesmen or by providing more attractive terms 
of payment. Managers can also influence the number of ACE customers by reducing the 
delivery time.  ACE can also lose customers if rival companies act better in these areas 
so as to absorb customers.  
The third sector of the model addresses the inventory on ACE. Based on Sales in 
previous years and forecast of the future, ACE managers’ order the number of units they 
want to principal company. These orders should be submitted at the beginning of each 
year for the coming year. Based on the orders that the principal company receives from 
ACE and its other customer in the region, the principal company plans its production for 
the next year. Two times per month, the principal company ships units of heavy 
equipment to ACE. On average, shipments for ACE arrive two months after the 
principal company sends them. Upon arrival, ACE distributes the units to its customers. 
If ACE has units of heavy equipment in its inventory, it can distribute it to the 
customers as soon as they receive the inquiry. When there is no equipment in the 
inventory, ACE can’t deliver equipment to the customers  and has to wait for future 
orders to principle to arrive. Upon arrival of equipment ACE will allocate them to the 
customers. In this case, customers have to wait for some time until they can receive 
their machines, - increasing the delivery time. Facing a longer delivery time, some 
customers may decide to buy from rival companies of ACE, causing a reduction in ACE 
inquiries and possibly the loss of a customer. 
As mentioned, the inventory resource increases by an inflow of unit arrivals 
from the principal and reduce by an outflow of sales in each period. The last sector of 
the model addresses the cash stock of ACE and financial structure of the company. The 
future cash flow is the main indicator of the company’s performance. Managers of ACE 
try to maximize this stock by their decisions. If the company has enough cash, it can 
provide attractive terms of payment for its customers, allowing them to purchase the 
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units of heavy equipment and pay for them in the future. It can attract customers to 
ACE, as many customers need the heavy equipment to start their operation and generate 
revenues. ACE also needs cash to pay to the principal company in order to receive 
heavy equipment. 
The stock of cash increases by the inflow of income. The income consists of 
cash collected from current cash sales, down payment of credit sales and cash collected 
from the debt of customers for customer’s previous purchases. The stock of cash is 
drained by the outflow of expanses. Payment to the principal company and wages are 
the main factors determining the expenses of ACE. Figure 2.1 shows the interaction 
between different resources that ACE needs in order to run its business. 
  
Salesperson
UMG's
Customer
Inventory
Cash
Recruitment Quit rate
Net Customer
Won
Arrival Sales
Income Expenses
+
+
Order
+
+
+ +
+
+
Figure 2.1: The interaction between different resources of ACE 
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2-2. Marketing and sales sector 
 As mentioned earlier, the first resource that a distributer of heavy 
equipment requires to sell units is salesmen. Salesmen links company to customers. 
Salesmen generate sales for the company by visiting the customers to present company 
products. On the other hand, they bring the feedback of the customers, in the form of 
orders and information, to the company.  
 In ACE, sales force is divided into three different categories; trainee 
salesmen, junior salesmen and senior salesmen. Figure 2.2 shows the basic structure of 
this three salesmen segments. In this paper, the sales force is represented by a stock, 
shown as a rectangle in the model. As shown in the picture below, Trainee salesmen can 
evolve into junior salesmen and, subsequently, on into senior salesmen.  
 The stock of senior salesmen will increase by its inflow, the number of 
recruitment in each month. In this model the recruitment is assumed to be 
exogenousand with constant  value of three persons per year. The value for recruitment 
is based on the information received from the interviews with the management of the 
company. For further development, a policy structure can be added to the model, in 
order to indicate a robust policy for recruitment.  
The newly recruited salesmen have to spend some time in order to get trained 
and acquire the basic skills they require to perform well as a sales force. Upon finishing 
the training period, not all of the trainee salesmen want to continue working in ACE  as 
a sales force. Some of them fail to pass the training successfully and some realize that 
being a salesman is not suitable with their personalities. As a result, from the stock of 
trainee salesmen there will two different outflows, one is, m_SalesmanTraining, which 
is salesmen advancing to junior salesmen and start operating  as a sales force in ACE 
company, and the other will be m_TraineeReasingment, which is the salesmen who 
resign or quite from being a trainee sales force. The equation for m_Salesmatraining is: 
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In above equation, m_fractionTraineeReassignment is the fraction of trainee 
salesmen who cannot proceed into becoming a junior salesmen and after the training 
period they have to leave the company. In this model, the value for this fraction is 
assumed to be constant and equal to 0.20, meaning that 1 out of every 5 trainee 
salesmen would leave the company M_tSalestraining is the average time that the 
training period will last, which is 12 months for ACE. The equation above expresses 
that, during each month, one out of twelfth of the trainee salesmen will leave this stock.  
One out of every five trainee salesmen who leaves this stock fails to become a junior 
salesman and have to leave the company and the rest will become junior salesmen. 
Upon finishing the training period, a trainee salesman promotes to a junior 
salesman. Junior sales force  resource is represented by the m_Juniorsalesman stock in 
the model. The Junior salesmen start to operate as sales force and generate sales for the 
company. As mentioned earlier the inflow to the Junior salesmen stock is the outflow 
from the trainee salesmen. The stock of junior salesmen has two outflows, through 
which the salesmen drain from this stock. Through  the first outflow, the junior 
salesmen gain experience in the company, their efficiency increases and they become 
senior salesmen. The rate at which junior salesmen become experienced, is shown by 
the flow, m_salesmanExp in the model.  
Not all of the salesmen continue working in the company until they become 
senior salesmen. Through the second outflow from the stock of junior salesmen, junior 
salesmen quit and resign from the company. The later rate, at which junior salesmen 
Figure 2.2: The segmentation of Salesmen in ACE 
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quit working for ACE is represented by the flow m_juniorleaving in the model. The 
equations for these two rates are as follows: 
                              
                               
             
 
                                
                           
             
  
In above equations m_fractionJuniorreassignment is the fraction of the salesmen 
who leave the company as a junior salesmen. The value for this variable is 0.2, which 
means after two years, four out of any five junior salesmen will become senior salesmen 
and one of them will quit working as a salesman. The constant variable 
m_tsalesmanExp is the average time required for the salesmen to gain experience with 
the value of twenty four months for this variable 
The Senior salesmen are the most valuable sales force for ACE. These salesmen 
are the most efficient sales force and it take many years for the company to replace one 
of them. This resource is represented by the stock of m_Seniorsalesman in the model. 
Stock of m_seniorsalesman increases by the rate at which junior salesmen gain 
experience and become senior salesmen and decreases by the rate at which salesmen 
quit or resign from the company. The inflow for this stock, m_SalesmanExp, is 
discussed earlier in the discussion of  the junior salesmen resource. m_SeniorLeaving is 
the outflow from the senior salesmen resource, showing the rate at which sales force 
leave from ACE. The value of this variable depends on the number of senior salesmen, 
currently working for the company and the average time that a senior salesmen work for 
ACE. After calculating the number of salesmen who are working at any point of time, it 
is possible to estimate the number of customers, who are in contact with the company.  
In order to calculate the number of customers who remain as ACE customer, 
first it is necessary to know how many customers can be visited frequently by the sales 
force In other words, what will be the potential number of customers with any given 
number of salesmen? In this thesis we refer to this potential number calculated based on 
the number of salesmen as reference number of customers. To know the reference 
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number of customers, first we have to calculate how many customers can be visited by 
each salesman. 
Each junior salesman can pay frothy visits to the customers during each month, 
while this number is sixty visits per month for each senior salesman. The sales force 
should visit each customer two times per month in order to collect the cutomer’s 
inquiries. By dividing the reference number of visits per salesman to the reference 
number of visits required by each customer, it is possible to calculate the the reference 
number of customers per each salesman, shown as m_refNoCustomersPerJrSalesman 
and refNoCustomersPerSrSalesman for the junior and the senior salesmen. It is now 
possible to calculate how many customers can be visited each month by ACE’s 
salesmen by knowing the number of customers that each salesman can pay visit to and 
the number of the salesmen,. In order to do so, first we have to multiply the number of 
salesmen and their corresponding reference number of customers that they can visit. 
Consequently the total reference number of customer that junior and senior salesmen 
can visit in each month is equal to the following: 
                                                                            
                                                                            
We can know the reference number of customers for ACE by adding up the 
reference number of junior and senior salesmen,. After calculating the reference number 
of customers for ACE, the next step is to compare the reference number of customers 
with the actual number of ACE’s customers. This ratio is shown by 
m_ratioOfActualToRefNoCustomers and the equation for this ratio is shown below: 
                               
                 
              
 
his ratio is used to calculate two different effects. The first effect of the ratio of 
the actual to reference number of customers is on the number of visits to competitors 
customers. If the ratio is less than one, it means that the company has less customers 
than  what it can potentially have  and as a result, it’s salesmen have excess time and 
can search for some sale contract among the competitors customers. In extreme 
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conditions, when the ratio of actual to reference number of customers is zero then the 
salesmen can use all their time to visit the competitor’s customers, while when the ratio 
is equal to one or more than one, then the salesmen don’t have any time to visit the 
competitor’s customers. This effect is modeled, using a graph function, shown in Figure 
2.3. Now, it is possible to calculate the number of  visits the salesmen can do to the 
competitor’s customers. In chapter 2.3 the customer segmentation and their interaction 
is explained, where the effect on the competitors visits is used. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Effect of ratio of actual to reference number of customers on visit to 
competitors customers 
The second effect of the ratio of actual to reference number of customers is  on 
the quality of the salesmen’s relationship with the customers. When the actual to 
reference number of customers is greater than one, it shows that the company has more 
customers than the number of customers  the salesmen can visit efficiently. As a result, 
when company has more customers than its reference number of customers, the 
salesmen are unable to pay visits to all the customers, and it will consequently damage 
the relationship between some of the customers and the salesmen. The salesmen 
relationship with a customer is an intangible variable which means in it’s nature  it 
doesn’t have any value. In order to quantify this variable we assume that the 
relationship between the salesmen and the customers will get valuesbetween zero and 
one. Later on in section 2.3 when customer’s behaviors are studied, this value will be 
used to show why we lost some customers. In order to understand how the number of 
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customers and salesmen affect their relationship, the ration of actual to reference 
number of customers is used. F The efficiency of the salesmen in building up 
relationship with the customers is calculated. The formula for this efficiency is shown 
below: 
                               
 
                             
 
This equation states that, when the number of customers increases, the salesmen 
will have less time to spend on each customer and thus their efficiency to building up 
relationships decreases. The efficiency of the salesmen relationship has an effect on 
salesmen relationship with the customers, such that when the efficiency to build 
relationship increases then the relationship improves and when the efficiency to build 
relationship decreases,the relationship with the customers  decreases. Figure 2.4 shows 
the graph function used to model this effect. 
 
Figure 2.4: Effect of thesalesmegn relationship efficiency on indicated 
relationship with customers 
After a sudden change in the number of customers or salesmen does not change 
the relationship between salesmen and customer  immediately. It takes some time for 
the customers to change their opinion about the company’s salesmen. This gap in time 
between the cause and effect is known as time delays in System Dynamic’ literature. In 
order to model this time delay, a first order information delay with the average delay 
time of three months is used. The structure for this time delay is shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: Information delay for the relationship with customers 
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Figure 2.6: the structure of Marketing and Sales Sector 
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2-3. Customer sector 
The purpose of this sector is to calculate the number of equipments that the 
customers demand from the company. This can be  done by understanding how 
customers choose toward ACE and its competitors. In this sector, first the segmentation 
of customers is explained, later on, we study how the customers move from one group 
to another one, and at last, the company’s demand is calculated.  
In this paper, the customers are divided into three different groups; the 
company’s customers, shared customers and the competitor’s customers. By definition, 
if a customer only buys heavy equipment from ACE then we consider that customer as 
ACE’s customer, while if the customer only purchase from competitor then we consider 
that customer as competitor’s customer. There are also customers who buy from 
different suppliers, namely buying from ACE and competitors, which we consider them 
as shared customers. Any ACE’s customer can become shared customer as soon as  
purchasing from competitors. Same can happen to competitor customer by purchasing 
from ACE. The segmentation of customers is visible in Figure 2.7. Later on there is a 
detailed information about the factors affecting the flows between different groups of 
customers. 
 
 
Figure 2.7: segmentation of customer’s resources 
 
When a customer wants to purchase heavy equipment, there are various factors 
affecting customer’s choice,. To name a few, a customer considers the price, the quality 
of equipment, the service quality, etc.. These factors are different for different group of 
customers,  for example a new customer do not have a clear knowledge about the 
service quality since it has not experience the service of equipment yet to access the 
C_WinCustomer C_CompetitorCustomerC_SharedCustomer
C_WinNewCustome
rRate
C_CompetitorNewC
ustomerRate
C_WinCustomerBec
omeShared
C_CompetitorCusto
merBecomeShared
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quality of service. According to the managers of ACE, a list of factors affecting 
customer’s choice were made. Table 2.1 provides the list of factors used in this thesis 
for three different group of customers.  
The first set of effects, are the factors affecting the new customer’s choice when 
they choose a dealer. When the new customers choose a company, they consider  the 
price of the equipment, the coverage area of the the distributer and the delivery time . 
The coverage area is an important factor affecting the new customers choice as 
customers need to find a dealer active in the region that want to operate. . The second 
set of factors affectthe customerswho purchased from ACE. In addition to the factors for 
the new customers, these factors include terms of payment, relationship with salesmen 
and service quality. Finally the last set of effects for the competitor’s customers include 
the following factors: price, terms of payment, coverage area and delivery time. 
To calculate the effect of the price, first the price of equipment from ACE is 
compared to the price that the competitors offer, by dividing ACE’s price to 
competitor’s price. Later on this ratio is normalized by dividing it to its initial value. In 
next step, we used elasticity to calculate the effect of changes in price on customer’s 
choice by calculating the price ratio into the power of its elasticity. This process is 
shown in Figure2.8. The equation of effect of price on acceptability of ACE for the new 
customers is shown below.  
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Figure 2.8: Structure of calculating the effect of Price on acceptability of ACE 
equipment 
 The same structure is used to calculate the other effects on acceptability of 
ACE. This way, the model calculates the changes in the choices of customers, based on 
the changes of important factors we for the customers. If any of the factors doesn’t 
change during the simulation period it dosn’t have any effect on the final choices of the 
customers. By modeling using elasticities , we can only simulate the changes in the 
customer’s choice based on the changes of factors. For example when the price, does 
not change then the term C_WinVsCompetitorPrice/C_InitialWinvsCompetitorPrice 
remains with the value of one, and the effect will be one consequently. In contrary, 
when price of ACE increases more than competitor’s price, 
C_WinVsCompetitorPrice/C_InitialWinvsCompetitorPrice will be greater than one, and 
will have a negative effect on customers. To have a negative effect on acceptability of 
ACE after an increase in the price, the elasticity for price should have a negative value 
to show the same behavior as expected. As a general rule, if an increase in a factor has  
negative effect on the final effect, like price and delivery time, the elasticity has a 
negative value. In contrary, if an increase in a factor has a positive effect on ACE’s 
acceptibility, like service quality or coverage area, then the elasticity is positive. Table 
2.1, shows the list of factors included in this model and their corresponding value for 
elasticity.   
C_WinPrice
C_CompetitorPrice
C_WinVsCompetitor
Price
C_priceElasticity
C_EffectofPriceOnAc
ceptibilityC_InitialWinvsComp
etitorPrice
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Table 2.1: List of the factors affecting the acceptability of ACE and their 
corresponding elasticity’s. 
 
In order to aggregate various effects into a single effect, which will determine 
the customer’s decision, first the product of the different factors is calculated. For 
instance, the overall acceptability for new customers is a product of three different 
effects. The formula for the overall effect on acceptability for the new customers is as 
follows: 
                                                 
                                                                    
                                         
The overall effect on the acceptability of company for a new customer, expresses 
the fractional change in the new customer’s choice based on different factors. In order 
to calculate which percentage of new customers purchase from ACE we should use the 
following formula: 
                                
                                                 
                                        
By multiplying the initial value for the acceptability of the company and the 
fractional change in the effectiveness caused by different factors, which are important 
determinants of customer’s choice, we can calculate the fraction of new customers who 
will purchase from the company in each period of time. By assumption, a fraction of the 
new customers buy all their needed heavy equipment from ACE, and the rest of them 
will purchase all their need from the competitors. This assumption is made because the 
New Customers Current customers Competitors customers Elasticity
Win Price X X X -0,1
Area coverage X X X 0,1
Estimated delivery Time X X X -0,1
Salesman relation ship X 0,4
Terms of payment X X 0,3
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new customers would rather to deal with only one company when they start their 
business. This way their mechanics and drivers need to learn only for one brand of 
heavy equipment. After knowing the fraction of the new customers who purchase from 
ACE, we need to know the number of the new customers who enter the market. The 
number of total new customers, who enters the market at each period, depends on 
various external factors.  Identifying  and modelling these external factors requires us to 
have detailed market analysis which is out of scope for this thesis. In this thesis, it is 
assumed that new customers join the market at a constant rate in each year, but it varies 
among different months. The reason for this assumption is that in Southeast Asia, as a 
region close to the equator, there is only two seasons, the rainy season and the dry 
season. During the rainy season, it is impossible for the mining companies to operate 
and during the dry season mining companies mine continuously. Based on the data of 
new customers for ACE, a seasonal effect on the new customers is produced. This 
seasonal effect expresses the fraction of the new customers who enter the market for 
different months. Figure 2.9 shows the seasonal effect for new customers. After 
multiplying this seasonal effect and the constant value for new customers who enter the 
market we will have access to the total new customers who enter the market. Now, we 
can calculate the rate at which new customers purchase from ACE and consequently 
enter ACE’s resource of customers. This rate is shown by the flow, 
C_WinNewCustomerRate in the model. Figure 2.10 shows the structure explained for 
calculating new customer’s inflow. With knowing the inflow to Ace’s customer, it is 
easily possible to calculate the inflow to competitor’s customers, as the rest of new 
customers who are not buying from ACE will obviously purchase from competitors. In 
the following, there is a explanation about the rate at which customers move to share 
customers resource from ACE customers and competitors customers. 
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Figure 2.9: Seasonal effect for new customers 
The next flow to calculate is the rate at which ACE customers start buying from 
the competitors and become shared customers. In order to formulate this rate, we use the 
same method as the one used to calculate ACE’s share from new customers. As 
mentioned earlier,  the only difference  is that the current customers already experienced 
the quality of equipment from ACE, thus they are already in contact with the salesmen.  
As a result the set of factors affecting this rate is more broad. By multiplying the effects 
of all important factors, we wold know the overall effect on acceptability of the 
company for the current customers. As the acceptability for current customers increase, 
fewer customers want to change their dealer and purchase from competitors,thusthey 
rather to keep purchasing from ACE. For this reason, it is important to calculate the 
ineffectiveness of sales for current customers. When the sales conditions are ineffective 
the customers will not purchase from ACE and would rather to buy from the 
competitors. The formulation for sales ineffectiveness isas follows. 
                                       
 
                                       
                                                
 
After knowing the fraction of the customers not purchasing from the company, 
next step will be to calculate the rate at which customers move from the ACE customer 
stock to the shared customers. This rate is shown by the flow 
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C_WinCustomerBecomeShared, with the equation shown below.  to know the value for 
this flow, the sales ineffectiveness calculated earlier needs to be multiplied by the 
number of customers that want to buy in each period of time and number of ACE 
customers. The number of customers who want to purchase in each period is assumed to 
be an exogenous variable. 
                        
                                               
                                         
Figure 2.10 shows the structure determining the rate at which ACE’s customers 
move to shared customers stock.  
The last rate to calculate is the rate at which the competitor’s customers start 
buying from ACE. The way to calculate this flow is similar to those two flows 
mentioned earlier. The only difference is the set of affecting factors and possibility to 
visit competitor’s customers. As mentioned in marketing sector, it is only possible to 
sell to competitor’s customers if salesmen have time to visit them. The number of visits 
to competitor’s customer is calculated in the marketing sector.  
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Figure 2.10: Structure of customers and their flows. 
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 The inflow, C_CompetitorCustomerBecomeShared represents the rate at which the 
competitor’s customers start buying from ACE with the following equation. The set of 
factors affecting the rate at which the competitor’s customers start buying from ACE 
consist of price, coverage area, terms of payment and delivery time. The multiplication 
of these effects produces the sales effectiveness for the competitor’s customers.  
                               
                                                                                
                                                                            
After explaining the resource of customers, its segmentation and how different 
segments relate to each other, it is possible to calculate the demand for heavy equipment 
for the company. The total demand for the company will be equal to the sum of the 
demand from ACE’s new customers and demand from current customers. The demand 
from new customers will be generated from the rate at which new customers enter the 
market and the average purchase from new customers. The demand from the current 
customers consists of two parts; the ACE’s customers and the ACE’s share from the 
shared customer. From the current customers only a fraction of them have demand in 
each month, which will produce the number of customers that have demand from the 
company. By knowing the average demand for each customer, it is possible to calculate 
the current demand for ACE, and consequently the total demand for ACE.  Figure 2.11 
shows the structure, at which model simulates the total demand for ACE. 
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Figure 2.11: Structure of calculating total demand for ACE 
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2-4. Inventory sector 
The third sector in the model addresses the inventory and the supply chain. This 
sector is the focuse of this thesis, which addresses inventory management by designing 
a robust policy for unit acquisition. In this part, the structure of the supply chain is 
explained. The supply chain in this sector consist of the equipment under production in 
the principal’s factory, the equipment in principal’s stock, the units in transition and 
finally the units in the company’s stock. Figure 2.12 shows the supply chain for heavy 
equipment.  
The principal company collects orders from the different distributers in the 
region, at the beginning of each year for the comming year. To simplify the process of 
ordering, here it is assumed that all distributers have to order on average 6 months in 
advance. This structure will be explained in more detail later on. After the company 
orders to the principal company, the principal starts manufacturing the equipment. 
After starting to manufacture heavy equipment, under the production equipment 
proceed to the final phase of production, which is defined as the last month of 
production in the model. Based on request from distributers, the principal company 
allows the distributers to adjust their orders. If a distributer wants more equipment than 
what they ordered, while another distributer needs to reduce the number of orders, the 
principal company can reallocate the orders between them. The rate at which the 
company changes its orders is represented by the flow, I_allocationChange in the 
model. This flow depends on the maximum allowed change by the principal, which is 
assumed to be constant in the model.  
Upon finishing the production phase, the manufactured equipment move to the 
stock of the principal company. The principal company starts shipping the equipment 
after coordinating with the distributers. Usually the manufactured equipment doesn’t 
stay for a long time in factory’s stockyard, thus in the model the average time before 
shipment is set to three days. It takes around two months from when the equipment 
produced and shipped from principal’s factory reaches the company’s inventory. It 
should be mentioned that not all of the equipment arrive to the stock of the company 
and some deliver directly from the border  to the customers. While some of the 
equipment, after custom clearance directly moves to customers, for simplicity, in the 
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model it is assumed that all the equipment first arrive to the company’s inventory and 
then the company will deliver them to the customers. Upon delivering the equipment to 
the customers, the company will provide service and spare parts for the equipment. All 
the heavy equipment, have one year guarantee contract, in which the company provides 
free service and maintenance for the equipment. Although providing guarantee, entitles 
some costs for the company but it is out of the boundaries of this thesis. In the model 
presented in this thesis the supply chain of heavy equipment ends with delivery to the 
customers.  
Based on the number of equipments available in the inventory, the company can 
deliver equipment to the customers. In the model the maximum number of equipment 
that can be delivered to the customers is represented by the variable 
I_maxEQreadyForSalePerMonth. In order to calculate the value for the maximum 
equipment ready for sale, it is required to divide the number of equipment in the 
inventory by the average time required to deliver units to the customers. Below is the 
equation to the maximum equipment ready to sale for each month.  
                                                                  
In above equation, I_ EQStockHO represents the number of equipment in the 
company’s inventory and I_ timeRequiredToDelivery shows the average time required 
for the company to deliver the equipment. This average time is assumed to be constant 
and equal to three days. After knowing the number of equipment that can be sold during 
each month, the next step is to know how many equipment can be bought by the 
customers during  a month. 
From the customer’s sector, we know the demand for heavy equipment in each 
month. Upon collecting customer’s inquiries to purchase heavy equipment, a customer 
confirmed order, CCO, will be signed. The number of signed CCOs shows the number 
of equipments that the customers willing to purchase from ACE,  represented in the 
model by the stock named I_CCO. The rate at which new CCOs issued is shown by the 
inflow of I_CCOIssueRate in the model. This inflow, as mentioned, is equal to demand 
from customers sector. The Figure 2.13 shows the structure of the customer confirmed 
order and the rates, which change the number of CCOs.  
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As it is visible in Figure 2.13, the number of CCOs increases at the rate in which 
company signs CCOs with the customers. On the other hand the stock of CCO decrease 
through two channels, sales and cancelation.  
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Figure 2.12: Supply chain of heavy equipment 
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The rate, at which the company sells equipment, is represented by the flow 
I_sales in the model. I_sales leads to fulfillment of a CCO contract and will decrease 
CCO stock. On the other hand, it will lead to delivery of a equipment to a customers, 
which will decrease the stock of company’s inventory. The equation for the sales of the 
company, I_sales is shown below. 
                                                                 
As mentioned earlier, the sales of the company depends on two important 
factors, the number of equipment available to sale and  the number of equipment the 
customers willing to buy, during each period of time. In economic literature, these two 
factors are known as supply and demand. In this thesis, we refer to these factors as the 
maximum number of equipment available to sale by the company and the maximum 
number of equipment ready to buy by the customers. The number of equipment that the 
company can sell equals to the minimum value for these two factors.  
I_maxEQreadyToBuyPerMonth represents the maximum number of equipment 
the customers are ready to purchase in each month. All the customers, who signed CCO 
with the company, are not willing to purchase the equipment upon availability. The 
customers sign a CCO contract to be sure when they can start operating and actually 
need the equipment, they can buy it from the company. Another limit to the maximum 
number of customers who are willing to purchase the equipment is the cash constraints 
of the customers. Heavy equipment are expensive commodities, which require a strong 
financial condition  for a customer to be able to purchase them. In the model, it is 
assumed that only a fraction of customers, who signed the CCO with the company are 
willing to and can afford purchasing the equipment at each month. This fraction is 
shown by the variable I_fractionOfCustomersReadyToPurchase in the model. Fraction 
of customers who are ready to purchase is under influence of many external parameters, 
such as the economic condition of the country, the regulations of the mining and 
construction industries, the weather and seasonal changes, political conditions of the 
country and mining areas, etc... This fraction affects the performance of the company by 
large scale. The equation for the maximum number of equipment ready to buy is shown 
below. 
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By knowing the maximum number of equipment ready to buy, the model can 
reproduce the number of equipment sold during each month and delivered to the 
customers. 
 
Figure 2.13: Structure of Customer Confirm Order (CCO) 
As mentioned earlier, there are two outflows, draining the number of signed 
CCOs. One of the two outflows from the stock of CCO is the rate of sales in each 
month, which explained above, and the other one is CCO cancelation rate. CCO 
cancelation rate is the rate at which the customers cancel their CCO contracts. The most 
important influence on the CCO cancelation rate is the delivery time. After signing the 
CCO if the company fails to deliver the equipment on time, some customers would 
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cancel their contract and purchase from the other dealers. Mining season is short 
because of the seasonal effect in the Southeast Asia and mining companies can’t  miss 
their limited working days waiting for heavy equipment to arrive. Thus some of 
cutomers contact the other suppliers if ACE fails to deliver the unit on time to them. 
Figure 2.14 shows the effect of the delivery time on cancelation rate, represented by 
I_Cancellation flow in the model. When the delivery time increases, it causes the 
cancelation rate increase slightly. When the delivery time increases to more than two 
months it cause more cancelation rate, as more customers see their operation and 
business in danger and risk. When the cancelation rate increases to around 0.3 it starts to 
grow more slowly, as some customer realize other customers are canceling their CCOs. 
There are also some loyal customers who don’t cancel their CCOs at all. 
 
Figure 2.14: Effect of Estimated Time Delivery on cancellation rate 
 Delivery time for the customers can defined by the number of CCOs 
signed divided by the rate at which company sells equipment. The equation for delivery 
time is shown below. 
                       
    
      
 
 Using above formula, enable us to calculate the delivery time. When the 
CCO increases, it leads to higher delivery time, while an increase in sale will reduce the 
delivery time. 
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2-5. Finance sector 
 In this sector we study the consequences of company’s decision on its 
cash resource. The company has revenues and costs according to the structures 
discussed earlier which affect its cash level. The cash resource is very vital for heavy 
equipment dealers, as low cash level constrains purchasing equipment from Principle 
Company. Principle company may cease its cooperation with distributer if, the 
distributer fails to pay it dues on time. The amount of cash that the company access also 
enables the company to sell its equipment with more attractive terms of payments to the 
customers, which will lead to absorb more customers to the company and more sales. In 
ACE’s instance, cash from selling heavy equipment helps financing various investments 
for the cooperation. High amount of cash helps ACE to complete the investments faster 
while low amount of cash prevents ACE from completing investments and generating 
profit from it. 
The resource of cash is represented by the stock named, f_cash in the model. 
Company’s amount of cash increases by company’s income and it decreases by 
company’s expenses. In this model, we only investigate the amount of cash of the 
company, which means we don’t calculate the profit of the company, which is different 
from the concept of the cash. Level of the cash is the amount of money accessible by the 
company, while profit refers to the revenues of the company minus its costs.  
To highlight the difference between cash and profit, it is helpful to provide an 
example. Imagine the company buys equipment with the price of 90 and sells them for 
100. The company sells the equipment with the condition that customer has to pay half 
of the price upon delivery and the rest after one month. In this sense when the company 
sells the equipment it receives only 50. At this time the profit of the company is 10 
because it sold the equipment 10 units more than the price that it bought it, while at this 
time the cash level of the company is -40, assuming the company starts with zero cash. 
Only after one month when the customer pays for the full price the cash level and the 
profit of the company will be equal.  While the profit of the company and markup 
margin of the company is important, we don’t consider it the key performance indicator 
of the company. Here in this thesis, as it mentioned in the first chapter, the key 
performance of the company is amount of cash and its future path. If the future cash 
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level of the company increases, it indicates that the company is generating profit and 
vice versa. 
Figure 2.15 shows expenses, which is the rate at which the cash level decreases. 
The outflow, f_Expenses represents the expenses of ACE. Expenses of the company 
consist of three main parts. The equation for the expenses of the company is shown 
below. 
          
                                                                        
                                   
f_cashExpenseFromEquipmentImports shows the advance payment that the 
company has to pay to principal upon shipment from the principal’s stock. In other 
words it indicates the amount of money that the company has to pay when principal 
sends equipment to the company. f_APcashExpenseFromAPEquipmentImports, on the 
other hands represents the amount of cash that the company has to pay to the principal 
for previous shipments. The later indicates the amount of cash expenses from account 
payable. The account payable is the account of cash that the company owes to the 
principle for the previous shipments. Whenever the principal manufactures the 
equipment and ships them to the company, the company pays half of the price. In other 
words, 50% of the price has to be paid to the principle before principle starts the 
shipment. The other half of the price has to be paid to the principle in three months, 
16.66% of the total price each month. Thus by shipment time the company pays 50% of 
the price, while after one month pays 16.66% more of the price. After one more month, 
in second month, the company pays another 16.66% of the total price, during the third 
month the company pays the remaining 16.67% of the total price. The first half of the 
price is the first component of the expenses equation, mentioned above, while the other 
half of the price goes to account payable and shown in the second component of 
expenses equation. The third and the last component of the expenses for ACE is the 
compensation for the salesmen.  
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Figure 2.15: Structure of Expenses for ACE 
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While the expenses were the rate at which cash level of the company decreases, 
income rate will increase the cash. Figure 2.16 and figure 2.17 shows the income rate of 
the company which is represented by the inflow named f_Income in the model. The 
following equation shows how the income of the company is calculated. 
                                                        
                           
                                
                                          
                                     
 
f_cashCollectedFromDownPaymentAtCCO, shows the amount of money that 
customer have to pay when they sign the CCO contract. 
f_cashCollectedFromCashSalesAtEquipPickup, indicates the income generates by the 
cash sales. Customers have to pay the full price of equipment upon delivery in cash 
sales. Only a fraction of total sales are cash sales, usually for the customers who are new 
and doesn’t have a strong relationship with the company. 
f_cashCollectedFromCreditSalesAtEquipPickup, represents the cash collected upon 
delivery for the credit sales. In credit sales, only a fraction of the total price of the 
equipment is paid upon delivery and the rest of it has to be paid in six months. Usually 
ACE, ask its customers to pay 0.25 of the total price upon delivery, in case of credit 
sales. The rest of the price has to be paid in 6 equal payments for the future 6 months, 
each 12.5 of the total price. As a result, 0.75 of the credit sales is not paid by the 
customers upon delivery, which is called account receivable, AR. 
f_cashCollectedFromEquipAR, indicates the amount of money from account receivable, 
AR, received each month. Not all of the customers pay their debt to the company on 
time and as a result some fraction of AR account will become late, which is shown by 
the variable f_DebtBecomingDeliquentRate, in the model. The company manages to 
receive some part of delinquent debt of the customers, which is shown by 
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f_cashCollectedFromARDelinquent. f_cashCollectedFromARDelinquentis the last 
component of the incomes for the company. 
Summary 
As explained in this chapter, the performance of the company depends on 
various resources. Salesmen visit customers and collect their inquiries for heavy 
equipment. A fraction of customers choose ACE between different distributers and sign 
a CCO with ACE. The company orders equipment to the principal factory, which arrive 
after several months. Upon arrival, ACE delivers the equipments to the customer who 
already signed a CCO for that equipment. When the company orders to the principal 
they pay to the principal factory and by delivering to the customers, ACE collects 
money from customers. This generates the changes in the cash resource of the company. 
In next chapter, the analysis for the model is provided, including simulation 
results for key variables of the model.  
 
Figure 2.16: structure of Income components  
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Figure 2.17:  Structure of Income components – Account Receivable (AR) 
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Chapter 3: Analysis 
3-1. Introduction to model validation 
 Last chapter described the dynamic hypothesis, in a form of structure of the 
model. In this part, we focus on model validation and testing the underlying 
assumptions of the model, in order to validate the results of the model.  In other words, 
the validity of the results of the model depends on the validity of the structure of the 
model. Meaning that, in system dynamics models, whereas the model represents the 
causal relationship of the real system, an accurate output of the model is not sufficient 
to validate the model. A model may produce close behavior to the behavior of the real 
system but for different reasons, which make the model unreliable for its purpose. A 
system dynamic model should produce an accurate behavior to the real system, while it 
explains why the behavior is generated.  
Model validation is a way to examine the usefulness of the model. Model 
validation in system dynamics modeling is not a single stage right after model 
construction, but it is a continuous examination started from the very early stages of 
modeling. After developing each part of the model, validation helps to find out the 
flaws of the model. In other words validation is like the compass to show the directions 
for developing the model.  
In order to validate the model it is important to first discuss about the concept of 
validity. To understand the concept of validity, first it is important to differentiate 
between validity and truth. By definition2, valid means ‘Sound, defensible, well 
grounded’ while the meaning of true means ‘conforming with reality’. A system 
dynamics model is a simplification of the reality, and the question of whether it is true 
or false should be avoided. The most important question that should been asked is if the 
model is good enough for its purpose or not? Coyle (1977) summarizes the point that 
validation is ‘the process by which we establish sufficient confidence in a model to be 
prepared to use it for some particular purpose’.  
                                                
2 Based on The shorter oxford dictionary and the Collins English dictionary 
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Forrester (1961) lays enormous emphasis on validation. His main point is that 
the defense of a model should be based on defense on its details. The behavior of 
selected variables is no guarantee of validity as an endless variety of invalid equations 
can exist to generate the same behavior. Nevertheless, he mentioned that the behavior of 
the model should carefully be checked, as flaws in the structure of the model usually 
expose themselves through failures to reproduce the behaviors as would be expected. 
Forrester states that an improvement to the model must only be made if they represent 
the real system, not because they fix the problem. At the end Forrester points out that 
there is no absolutely objective test to make a model acceptable. 
This chapter explains some of the most significant tests conducted for validating 
the model in this thesis. As this thesis is conducted based on a commercial project and it 
is based on real case and data from ACE, it is worthwhile to highlight validation 
differences for commercial projects and academic ones. 
As stated earlier the validation of a model relies on the purpose of the model, 
and whether it is good enough or not? The purpose of a commercial model is to help the 
client make decisions which may have far-reaching consequences and often have 
financial ramifications (Coyle and Exelby, 1999). In contrary, an academic seeks to 
publish results into a scholarly community. The difference between owners of the model 
has significant implications for the validation of the model. For the commercial model, 
the client owns the problem and usually the client got more knowledge about the 
problem. Coyle concludes that the client is the ultimate arbiter as he has a personal 
interest at stake. For this reason, the process of validation for commercial models is 
jointly done by the consultant and the client. Validation for academic models in 
contrary is done by the researcher himself. In both cases, the models are open to 
inspection or review, and if inadequacies are founded, the professional reputation of the 
modeler could be damaged. At the same time, the risk for commercial modeling is 
higher, since the consultant risks financially with possibility of litigation. 
For this thesis, managers of different departments in ACE checked the model 
from early stages of development. The results of the model also been presented to the 
managing board of ACE. Managing board approved both the structure and behavior of 
the model and it considers the biggest validity test for the model to achieve its purpose. 
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Below some tests are briefly explained. These tests were used many times 
through the development of the model to increase the confidence of the author in the 
model before presentations to the managing board. There are two group of tests used for 
this model; structure tests and behavior tests.  
3-2. Structure validity 
3-2-1. Boundary Adequacy Test 
Boundary adequacy test assess the suitability of the model boundaries for its 
purpose. This test assists us to judge whether the endogenous and exogenous variables 
is set appropriately or not. In other words, does an endogenous variable deliver more 
value to the model in order to address model’s purpose? Same question rises about 
exogenous variables in the model to examine whether the modeler should include them 
endogenously in the model. Another topic about the boundary of a model is the level of 
aggregation and the question of whether the model is disaggregated enough to answer 
the problems that it intend to answer or not. 
For this thesis, the model’s purpose is to desifind reasons for the increase in the 
inventory level. To address this problem, we include important resources determining 
the level of inventory and their dynamics. The most important resource that first came 
to mind to be included into the model was customer’s base of the company so we can 
calculate the demand for ACE endogenously. In the process of developing the model, 
the need to include salesmen as the most important factor to maintain customers is 
included into the model. In order to observe the consequences of increase in the 
inventory level on the performance of the company, financial sector added to the model 
to enable the model to deliver its message clearly. 
Many exogenous variables in the model need to be calculated endogenously, in 
order to reproduce the system’s behavior more accurately. At the end of this thesis, 
some of exogenous variables are mentioned to make the model more accurate. 
Nevertheless, the time and data available to the modeler should also be considered. 
Another important question to ask is the level of aggregation. Level aggregation 
refers to the level of details in the model. There are two main areas in this model for 
disaggregation and adding more detail to the model. 
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In this thesis, all the heavy equipment are aggregated into a single product. In 
other words, in this model, we do not differentiate between different models of heavy 
equipment. Different types and models of heavy equipment have different production 
and delivery times, which make their dynamics different. The purpose of this model is 
to highlight the important dynamics in ordering equipment for the managers of the 
company. To use the model as a tool to generate exact values for ordering the heavy 
equipment should disaggregated into different types and different sizes of equipment. 
Consequently, customers stock could disaggregate into different businesses who 
demand different kind of equipment from ACE. 
 
3-2-2. Parameter assessment test 
 All the parameters in the model should correspond to a real world concept. A 
reader or user of the model should be able to interpret any parameter into a condition, 
characteristic, or a measurement in the real system. In addition, the values for the 
parameters should be consistent with their corresponding real world concept.  
There are two methods to estimate a value of a parameter in the model: a formal 
statistical estimation based on the available data and a judgmental estimation based on 
our knowledge (Sterman 2000 ). Usually, the modeler has to estimate some of the 
parameters based on its own knowledge because there is no recorded data about all of 
the variables in a model.  
In this model, there are three types of variables regarding the estimation for their 
value: parameters with data basis, parameters with strong estimation, and parameters 
with weak estimation. As shown in appendix 1, all the parameters are in bold names.  
Parameters with black bold names are the ones with recorded data basis. These 
parameters derived directly from the recorded data in the ACE. As a result, it is easy to 
test if their values are correct or not.  
The parameters in gray bold names derived from the estimation of the managers 
in ACE. When the managers were familiar with the concept and meaning of a parameter 
and they could roughly estimate the value for the parameter, the variable is in gray 
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color, which means the value is not based on recorded data but on the people who know 
the system well.  
At last, there are parameters with weak estimation, which are variables, that not 
even the managers have clear idea about their value. The latest group has blue bold 
names in the model. There are parameters with weak estimation in the model for two 
reasons. First, it is hard or impossible to measure some parameters like the customers of 
the competitors. Second, because the managers never thought about a parameter in a 
way the parameter is presented in the model, for instance, the managers in selling heavy 
equipment never thought about coverage area as the percentage of the country’s area 
that they can provide service.  
3-2-3. Dimensional consistency test 
Dimensional consistency test is among the most important tests in validation of 
the model. Every model should be consistent dimensionally or it contains major errors. 
Forrester (1961) insists that the equations must be dimensionally consistent and that all 
constants in the model must be clearly defined and their dimensions must be stated. 
Dimensional consistency simply means that both sides of an equation should have the 
same unit of measurement. 
Dimensional consistency test can be a very lengthy process to do. Fortunately, 
some software, like Powersim checks the dimensional consistency automatically. As a 
result, during development and making of the model for this thesis, Powersim checked 
all the equations automatically and all are dimensionally consistent. 
3-3. behavior validity 
After verifying the tests for the structure of the model, one should assess the 
confidence in the behavior of the model. Behavior tests are to measure how accurately 
the model can reproduce the patterns of behavior that real system produces. In other 
words, the behavior tests are the way to measure the capacity of the model to reproduce 
the dynamic behavior observed in real system, endogenously.  
It is important to point out that the goal of model is to reproduce the 
corresponding patterns to understand the dynamics of the system, and not the exact 
duplication of the observed behavior.  
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As mentioned earlier, whereas failing a test shows that the model is not good 
enough for its purpose, passing a behavior test does not mean that the model is valid. 
All the tests mentioned here are to reduce the risk of mistakes and flaws in the model 
and passing all of them does not guarantee that the model is valid. 
There are three tests mentioned as behavior tests for the model presented in the 
model. First, we mention an important but mostly neglected test of integration error test, 
later we talk check the behavior of some parameters against their corresponding real 
system behavior. Extreme condition tests are additional tests to be sure that the model 
can react reasonably to some extreme shocks. At last, we analyze the sensitivity of some 
parameters to exogenous variables. 
  
3-3-1. Integration error test 
The purpose of this test it to be sure that the behavior of the system is not 
because of integration method of the software. System dynamics is a continuous 
simulation method, which uses differential equations for equations of stocks. In order to 
calculate the value for stocks at each point in time, the software uses time step to the 
integral of the differential equation. The purpose of integration error test is to ensure 
that the behavior of the model is not sensitive to the times step. High time step may 
cause the system to oscillate and the purpose of this test is to make sure there is no 
oscillation because of high time step. On the other hand low time step makes the 
simulation more time consuming. To make sure that time step doesn’t change the 
behavior pattern of the system, we made a comparison between the behavior of total 
demand for ACE with two different time steps as it is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: comparison between simulation results with different time step 
3-3-2. behavior comparison of the model and real system 
We did the comparison between the simulation results and the real data, for the 
variables that recorded data was available in ACE. Charts in this section show the 
behavior of the real system only from 2010 until 2011, as recorded data in most 
instances is only available for this period. 
Figure 3.2 shows the rate; at which ACE absorb new customers. The blue line 
shows the historical data of new customers in ACE, while the red line is the simulated 
behavior for new customers. As shown in figure 3.2, the model can reproduce the trends 
of new customers. 
 
Figure 3.2: the behavior comparison of new custoemrs won by ACE. 
Figure 3.3 shows the chart of total demand for ACE and compares it with 
simulation results. Except some period the model, successfully reproduce the real 
system behavior. The model fails to replicate the growth during May- August 2010, and 
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funds to help developing the country, resulted in a recession in construction industry 
and consequently in the demand for ACE. Change in government’s regulations is out of 
boundaries of the model and can only be shown by changing exogenous variables, such 
as the average demand per customer.  
Figure 3.4 compares the inventory level according to real data and the simulated 
behavior of the inventory in the model. Inventory level is one of the key parameters in 
this thesis that we try to understand its dynamics, and design policies to reduce it. While 
figure 3.4 indicates that the simulated model replicates the trend of inventory in real 
system, simulated behavior is slightly lower than real system’s behavior. Nevertheless 
the model shows the critical moments when the inventory level raises and decreases the 
liquidity of the company. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: the comparison between real system’s behavior of demand for ACE 
and its corresponding simulated behavior  
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Figure 3.4: the comparison between Inventory level in real system and the 
simulated behavior of inventory 
 
Figure 3.5: comparison of orders of heavy equipment by ACE and the 
corresponding simulated order rate 
Figure 3.5 shows the numbers of equipment ordered by ACE to the principle 
company. As it mentioned earlier the decision rule at which ACE orders to the principle 
is absent from the model. The simulated behavior, shown as expected demand for next 
year is the basic component of orders to the principle. More components of order rate 
are available in chapter 4 in policy structure. The model simulates expectation for next 
year’s demand only from 2011, as there is no previous data to calculate the order rate in 
2010 endogenously. 
3-3-3. Extreme condition test 
According to extreme condition test, the validity of the model will be assessed 
under extreme conditions. More precisely, extreme condition test assesses the behavior 
of the model under extreme scenarios, against anticipation of what would happen under 
similar condition in real system. This kind of test have been run for every variable of the 
model, but here we only mention an example of extreme condition test. 
The example for extreme condition test is for price, in order to see whether the 
system behaves properly to extreme changes in the price set by ACE. Price is one of the 
variables that ACE can change and it influences its performance. We show the test for a 
scenarios; a sudden increase in the price to more than double the original price, with a 
shock at the end of year 2010.  
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Figure 3.6 shows how the model would respond when the price increases to 
more than double. The changes in two variables, the new customers absorbed by ACE 
and total demand of ACE, to the shock in price are shown in figure 3.6. while the green 
line shows the behavior of the system without any change in price, the red line shows 
how system would react to an sudden increase in price. With a sudden increase in price, 
as expected, no new customer wants to purchase from ACE and all would purchase 
from the competitor. At the same time, total demand for ace reduces extremely. Some 
old customers continue purchasing from ACE, as it might be more expensive for some 
companies to change their brand and train their employees for new brand. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6: extreme condition test for a sudden increase in price to more than 
double. 
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3-3-4. Sensitivity test 
Sensitivity test consist of measuring the relative in the behavior of the model, in 
response to changes in one or more parameters. There are two benefits of using 
sensitivity tests. First, it enables the modeler to identify variables to which the model is 
sensitive, and therefor concentrate on estimation for those particular variables. Second, 
sensitivity test establish a level of confidence for the results of the model. 
To perform sensitivity analysis, risk assessment of Powersim has been used. For 
this task, assumptions, decisions, and effects been selected. The Latin Hypercube 
sampling technique has been used with 500 samples from the distribution of each 
assumption.  
The result of sensitivity test for two variables, are shown below. Figure 3.7 
shows the sensitivity of three key performance indicators: sales, inventory, and cash to 
changes in new customer rate. By assumption, the distribution of base new customer 
rate uniform with expected value of ten and standard deviation of one.  Figure 3.7 
shows that with assuming a distribution for new customer rate how the distribution for 
three performance indicators will be. 
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Figure 3.7: Sensitivity test for new customer base parameter. 
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Chapter 4: Policy design 
 Ordering is one of the decisions that managers in ACE have to take each year. In 
this chapter, first we investigate the structure for ordering, and policy structure of the 
model. Later on, we mention the process of calibration and the results of applying 
policy into the model. Next section, dedicates to limitations of the current study and 
improvement suggestions. At last, in conclusion section, we summarize the thesis and 
its insights.   
4-1. Policy structure 
Here we study the policy suggestion for ordering heavy equipment to the 
principle company. Ordering process, takes place at the end of each year for ACE. At 
this time, managers have to decide for heavy equipment they want to purchase for the 
next year and the distribution of this amount among the months. The Ordering process 
in this model doesn’t completely corresponds the ordering policy in ACE. In the model, 
we assume the process of ordering is a continuous process, in which at any point of time 
company has to submit their orders of the next year to the principal. More details about 
the difference between the real process and the model are available in next section, as 
limitations of the model.  
During this thesis, the most challenging part of modeling a problem was to 
simulate the mentality of the managers when they make decision, in particular when 
they order to principal. During the interviews managers provide many helpful insights 
about how they decide how many equipment to order, but still their explanations didn’t 
explain the complete process of their decision making. During the fieldwork in ACE, 
we developed an interactive game in which managers were deciding about the orders 
and they could observe how the system would react to their decisions. In other words 
the decision rule was absent from the model in the primarily presentation to the 
managers. 
A feedback loop from the system is added to the model to automatically decide 
about the ordering amount. This decision rule can be considered as the basic policy 
design to guide managers for ordering by providing quantitative suggestions. Later on 
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some adjustments were added to the policy design. This Section shows the evolutionary 
path that policy design for this model went through. 
 
4-1-1. Basic policy design 
Primarily policy for acquisition of heavy equipment, aims to provide the basic 
way to formulate the decision rule of managers. According to managers, they use the 
sales of the last year as the basis for ordering, and they add their expected market 
growth for the next year to it. From the model, we know the value for sales at each 
month, but the managers don’t know about the sales at the current month until the 
month finishes. This process is shown by an information delay with one month delay 
time. In the model, we show the sales of previous month that managers notice and use 
for ordering is represented by P_PerceivedSales. Managers can also use only previous 
data to calculate the growth of the market. To do so, they compare the sales in previous 
year with the sales of the year before it. p_growthrate represents the growth rate 
observed by the managers of the company. Below is the formulation for growth rate: 
            
                                       
                          
 
This formulation shows that the growth is different between sales of last year 
and the year before that. To calculate the growth as a rate we have to divide it to the 
sales of two years ago and 1 year. The division to 1 year is because this growth rate is 
calculated as a growth rate for one year. In other words, it equals to the growth during 
one year. By knowing the value for growth rate and sales, the managers will order to the 
principal. 
Managers in ACE, use the data of sale from previous month to forecast the sale 
at the same month in next year, or next eleven month. For example, managers know the 
volume of sale in January, during February. Based on the sales of January they want to 
forecast the sale for next January. Managers are aware that it takes four months for an 
order to be produced and shipped to their company. As a result, when they forecast the 
sale for next January, they are forecasting the order for four months before January, 
which is September. Thus, during February that managers are notify about the sales in 
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January, they are forecasting the sales in September which 7 month later. In other 
words, the one-year span between the current sales and the next year’s forecast 
composed of 1 month to perceive the sales, 7 months advance ordering, and 4 months 
delivery time. The formulation for expected demand of the next year is shown below. 
                                                          
                           
Simulating the model with above formulation didn’t improve the management of 
inventory and also the future cash flow of the company was very oscillatory with little 
growth. Figure 4.1 shows the behavior of the company with this formulation. As shown 
in the figure, the company will face huge excessive inventory. The cash level of the 
company will also decrease to 20M$. 3 
 
                                                
3 Based on assumption, the cash level of ACE at the beginning of 2010 is 30M$ 
(30,000,000 US dollars) 
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The main problem in mentioned decision rule is that, it only depends on the sales 
and it’s growth rate during past years. In reality when company is facing high inventory 
it doesn’t order more equipment, but in this case the simulation model doesn’t react like 
the real system to high inventory. To make the policy structure realistic, we have to 
include more structure to the policy structure. 
4-1-2. Inventory adjustment 
When Inventory level rises, the company doesn’t order more equipment to 
increase the inventory to a higher level. To understand when company stops ordering 
equipment, first we have to define what the desire level for inventory is. To find out 
what is the desired inventory level, first we have to define the desired inventory 
coverage. 
Inventory coverage is the time that inventory will last if no more equipment 
arrives at inventory. In other words, inventory coverage is the average number of day’s 
equipment remains in the inventory. Desired inventory coverage is the ideal average 
number of days that equipment stays in Inventory. For heavy equipment, the desired 
inventory coverage is a short time, as the company is unwilling to keep equipment in its 
inventory. There is only a minor time for the company to check the equipment before 
delivering them to the customers. In this case, the desired inventory coverage is three 
days. To calculate desired inventory we use the following formula. 
                                                               
By this definition, desired inventory is the product of the desire time that we 
want the equipment to stay in inventory and the current rate at which the company sells 
equipment. Now that the company is aware of how much inventory it wants to have, it 
can adjust the orders according to inventory. Below is the formulation for the 
adjustment of inventory. 
              
                            
             
 
Time to adjust inventory is the variable that shows the aggressiveness of the 
company to close the gap between actual and desired level of inventory. Smaller time to 
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adjust inventory shows how fast the company wants to adjust the inventory level to 
approach its desired level.  
Before applying the inventory adjustment to the model, we can make 
adjustments for different parts of supply chain by using the same method used for 
inventory adjustment. There are more factors that we have to consider, other than sales 
and inventory level. Equipment under production and equipment in transit are two parts 
of supply chain that we should consider for making robust policy design. The 
formulation for adjustments for in transit equipment and under production equipment is 
the same as inventory adjustment. The only difference is the values for time to 
adjustment and the desired coverage time for any of them.  
At last, we can make the same adjustment also for Number of CCO. Adjusting 
the number of CCO would help the company to prevent high level of CCO and 
consequently high cancelation rate. Figure 4.2 shows the performance of the company 
after including the adjustments. The reference behavior in the figure corresponds to the 
figure 4.1. 
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Including adjustment for inventory enhances the performance of the company 
tremendously. The Inventory doesn’t increase linearly, and it shows more realistic 
inventory behavior. The cash level, as the performance indicator of the company also 
increases to 80M$ by 2015. It is important to mention that optimization method, 
available in Powersim, is used to choose best values for adjustment time to maximize 
the performance of the company. 
Albeit the huge increase in the performance, at the same time, inventory level 
still oscillates to high peaks, similar to the end of 2011. In order to reduce the 
oscillations in the Inventory level, we should reconsider the growth rate calculated in 
the model. As mentioned earlier, the growth rate is calculated based on previous years. 
Usually there are balancing feedback loops that limit the growth of a company, meaning 
that past growth rate is usually higher than current growth rate if nothing else changes. 
One controversial finding of this thesis might be the fact that by decreasing the growth 
rate the company’s performance will improve. Figure 4.3 shows the performance of the 
company with using a tenth of growth rate calculated in the model. The reason for better 
performance by being more conservative is a topic should be investigated separately. 
One reason for this behavior might be due to the fact that, by being more conservative 
inventory oscillations reduce and thus reduces the costs for the company. 
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4-2. Further research and improvement 
In marketing sector, junior salesmen’s flow, m_juniorleaving can be described 
independently from the variable m_salesmanexp. Currently it is assumed that all the 
salesmen are working for 24 months as a junior salesmen and after 24 months fraction 
of them gain experience and advance to the next level which is senior salesmen and the 
rest will quit working in ACE. Although in more realistic way, not the entire junior 
salesmen who quit, continue working for 24 months. Many of junior salesmen leave 
earlier than 24 months. This improvement can enhance the study of maintaining and 
development of salesmen for the company. 
In customer’s sector, share customers can eventually become ACE’s customer if 
they choose to purchase from ACE for three years, which is the average lifetime of 
heavy equipment. Same flow is missing from shared customers to competitor’s 
customers. Currently there is no flow from share customers to ACE customers as the 
focus of this thesis is mainly on policy design for inventory management. In order to 
design a policy for customer relationship, it is essential to include these flows.  
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In customer’s section, the new customer base is assumed as a constant. This 
assumption is not completely realistic, as there are many factors determining how many 
new customers will join the market. The most important factor will be the profitability 
of the business. There are feedback loops in the rate at which new customers will join 
the market. When the market is profitable, new customers would attract by the profit 
and will join the market. The more new customers who join the market, makes the 
market less profitable. In case of mining industries, it leads to faster depletion of the 
resource, which will reduce the profit margin. Consequently, the rate at which new 
customers enter the market will reduce. For further research and improvement, it is 
beneficial to add the market situation for important industries affecting ACE’s 
performance.  
Another important structure, which is missing from the current model, is the rate 
at which customers quit operating, because of bankruptcy, changing the field of 
operation or merging with other companies. It is important for ACE to have a 
systematic understanding of why and for which reasons customers can’t continue 
operating. The customers who quit the market can become costly for ACE as in the case 
of bankruptcy. 
In inventory sector, it is assumed that when a customer has demand, it will lead 
them to sign CCO with the company. In practice, there is slight difference from 
receiving inquiry from customers and signing a CCO. After receiving an inquiry, 
customer and company sign a purchase order, PO. After signing a PO, company tells the 
customers about the estimated delivery time, which on agreement, will lead to signing a 
CCO. In order to simplify the model, it is assumed that all the inquiries will lead to 
CCO. For more complete and detailed model, it is recommended to include purchase 
orders into the model. 
In inventory sector, CCO cancelation rate is discussed. One aspect of CCO 
cancelation rate is not discussed in this thesis. Sometimes customers cancel their CCO 
contracts, without notifying the company. When the company doesn’t know that a CCO 
is cancelled, the company would still plan to fulfill the CCO contract while the 
customer doesn’t intend to buy any equipment, which may cause inventory level to rise. 
Although the company notify the CCO is cancelled after contacting the customer and 
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trying to deliver the equipment to the customer, this delay in transferring information 
produce other feedback loops. This effect is absent from this thesis and it is 
recommended to be added to the model for further development. 
 In financial sector, salesmen compensation is included in to the expenses 
of the company. While the salesmen are not the only employed people in the company, 
only the wages for the salesmen is included in the model. While the salaries paid to the 
workforce of the company are relatively low to the expenses of the company, it should 
be included into the model. ACE is a cooperation with high number of workforce, but 
since this model focuses on inventory management, only salesmen compensation is 
mentioned in the expenses of the company. Nevertheless, salaries of other workforce of 
the company should be included in the model. 
 While the ordering process for the company is discrete with continuous 
adjustments, in this thesis it is assumed that the ordering process is continuous. For 
robust policy design, the discrete process and continuous process should combine to 
reproduce the partially continuous-discrete system’s behavior. There are examples of 
this combination in Angerhofer (2000) 
The are many flaws in this policy structure, in policy design sector,. The first 
one is the structure that ACE managers calculate growth. In system dynamic literature it 
is possible to use a trend function to calculate the growth rate. Trend function calculates 
the trend in the change rate of an input. Using trend function has the benefit of not using 
the data of two years ago in order to calculate the growth rate. The problem with trend 
function is that seasonal changes effect the growth rate, and as a result growth rate 
oscillates.  
 
 
4-3. Conclusion 
Acquisition of heavy equipment is one of the most important influences on the 
performance of the company. While low amount of orders  constrains the  sales, high 
amont of orders puts pressure on the cash resource of the company. At the end of each 
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year, when company has to submit its orders to the manufacturer, top managers of the 
company gather together to decide about their acquisition for the next year. Experienced 
managers understand have a more clear idea about the future of the company and 
market. The managers of the company use their available information such as data of 
the company and the market analysis, to forecast next year’s demand. The goal of this 
thesis is to provide a  reliable tool to enhance in the decision making of the managers. 
The model, presented in this thesis, consist of four sectors, each representing the 
dynamics of an important resource for the company. First, we analyzed the Salesmen 
dynamics and their relationship with the customers. Next, we investigate customers 
choice between ACE and it competitors, and its consequences as demand for ACE. 
Later on, the dynamics of supply chain from factory to customers addressed in 
inventory sector. In this sector, we understand how ordering equipment could affect 
sales and inventory level. At last, in financial sector, the parameters affecting cash flow 
of the company were identified. 
In chapter three, an overview of the validation tests for the model was 
mentioned. Examples of different structural and behavioral validation tests, that have 
been applied to the model were presented. 
In last chapter the structure for ordering equipment were discussed and 
possibilities for improvement of ordering were studied.  
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Appendix 1. Guideline for the model  
For easier use and understanding of the model, some naming and color codes 
were used. Every sector has a prefix associated with that sector and aa special color as 
background.  
 
 Example Meaning 
Bold Black name m_tSeniorLeaving Estimation with strong accuracy 
Bold gray name m_tSalesmanExp Estimation with medium accuracy 
Bold Blue name m_refNoVisitsJrSalesman Estimation with weak accuracy 
M_ prefix m_tSeniorLeaving Marketing and sales Sector 
C_ prefix C_NewCustomer Custoemrs sector 
I_ prefix I_EQInTransit Inventory sector 
F_ prefix F_cash Finance Sector 
P_prefix P_AdjInTransit Policy structure 
Orange 
background   Marketing and sales Sector 
Yellow background   Custoemrs sector 
Purple Background   Inventory sector 
Green Background   Finance Sector 
 
Any variable used in other sector, it is filled with a chessboard pattern in its 
home sector. For example, Delivery in inventory sector view (home)  
 
When a variable is imported to another sector, it is filled with the color of its 
sector. For example, Delivery used in finance sector.  
 
All the policy structure variables are shown in dark yellow .  
I_EQDelivery
#
I_EQDelivery
P_adjCCO
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Appendix 2. List of Equations  
 Name Unit Definition 
1 C_AreaCoverageElasticity  0.1 
2 C_AverageDemandForNe
wCustomer 
unit/customer C_refUnitPurchasePerCustomer*C_FractionPurc
hasefNewCustomerToDemandOfexistingCustom
er 
3 C_CompetitorCustomer customer 60<<customer>> 
4 C_CompetitorCustomerBe
comeShared 
customer/yr MIN(m_MaximumNoCompetitorsCustomerBein
gEfficientlyContacted*1<<mo>>, 
C_CompetitorCustomer)*C_fractionOfCustomer
sHavingDemand*C_SalesEffectivnessForCompet
itorsCustomers 
5 C_CompetitorNewCustom
erRate 
customer/mo C_NewCustomer - C_WinNewCustomerRate 
6 C_CompetitorPrice USD/Equipment 162000<<USD/Equipment>> 
7 C_CompetitorsAreaCovera
ge 
 1 
8 C_CompetitorsDelivaryTi
me 
mo 2<<mo>> 
9 C_CompetitorsTermsOfpa
yment 
 1 
10 C_CustomersBuyingFrom
Win 
customer/mo C_fractionOfCustomersHavingDemand*(C_Win
Customer+C_WinsShareFromSharedCustomers*
C_SharedCustomer) 
11 C_EffectofAreaCoverageO
nAcceptibility 
 (C_WinVsCompetitorsAreaCoverage/C_InitialW
inVsCompetitorsAreaCoverage)^C_AreaCoverag
eElasticity 
12 C_EffectofPriceOnAccepti
bility 
 (C_WinVsCompetitorPrice/C_InitialWinvsComp
etitorPrice)^C_priceElasticity 
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13 C_EffectOfSalesmanRelati
onOnSalesAcceptibility 
 (m_SalesmanrRelationwithCustomer/m_InitialSa
lesmanrRelationwithCustomer)^C_ElasicityfSale
sRelationForCurrentCustomer 
14 C_EffectOfServiceQuality
ForCurrentCustomer 
 (C_WinServiceQuality/C_InitialWinServiceQual
ity)^C_ElasticityOfServiceQualityForCurrentCus
tomer 
15 C_EffectofWinDelivaryTi
meOnAcceptibility 
 (C_WinVsRivalsDelivaryTime/C_InitialWinVsR
ivalsDelivaryTime)^C_ElasticityOfDelivaryTime
ForNewCustomers 
16 C_EffectOfWinPartsDeliv
aryDelay 
 (C_WinPartsDelivaryDelay/C_InitialWinPartsDe
livaryDelay)^C_ElasiticityOfWinPartsDelivaryD
elay 
17 C_EffectOfWinTermsOfP
ayment 
 (C_WinVsCompetitorsTermsOfPayment/C_Initi
alWinVsCompetitorsTermsOfPayment)^C_Elasti
cityTermsOfPaymentForCurrentCustomer 
18 C_ElasicityfSalesRelation
ForCurrentCustomer 
 0.4 
19 C_ElasiticityOfWinPartsD
elivaryDelay 
 -0.1 
20 C_ElasticityOfDelivaryTi
meForNewCustomers 
 -0.1 
21 C_ElasticityOfServiceQual
ityForCurrentCustomer 
 0.8 
22 C_ElasticityTermsOfPaym
entForCurrentCustomer 
 0.3 
23 C_fractionOfCustomersHa
vingDemand 
mo^-1 CX_seaonalEffectonCustomersPurchase*C_Ref
FracttionCustomersHavingDemand 
24 C_FractionPurchasefNew
CustomerToDemandOfexi
stingCustomer 
 0.2 
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25 C_InitialAcceptibilityForC
urrentCustomers 
 0.6 
26 C_InitialAcceptibilityFor
WinNewCustomers 
 0.5 
27 C_InitialSalesEffectivness
ForCompetitorsCustomers 
 0.2 
28 C_InitialWinPartsDelivary
Delay 
 INIT(C_WinPartsDelivaryDelay) 
29 C_InitialWinServiceQualit
y 
 INIT(C_WinServiceQuality) 
30 C_InitialWinvsCompetitor
Price 
 INIT(C_WinVsCompetitorPrice) 
31 C_InitialWinVsCompetitor
sAreaCoverage 
 INIT(C_WinVsCompetitorsAreaCoverage) 
32 C_InitialWinVsCompetitor
sTermsOfPayment 
 INIT(C_WinVsCompetitorsTermsOfPayment) 
33 C_InitialWinVsRivalsDeli
varyTime 
 INIT(C_WinVsRivalsDelivaryTime) 
34 c_marketshare  C_WinTotalDemand/C_TotalMarketDemand 
35 C_NewCustomer customer/mo CX_seaonalEffectForNewCustomer*C_NewCus
tomerBase 
36 C_NewCustomerBase customer/mo 10 <<customer/mo>> 
37 C_NewCustomerDemand unit/mo C_NewCustomer*C_AverageDemandForNewCu
stomer 
38 C_newRelationWiThWinS
alesforce 
 0.8 
39 C_OverallEffectAcceptabil
ityOfWinForRivalCustome
rs 
 C_EffectOfWinTermsOfPayment*C_EffectofAr
eaCoverageOnAcceptibility*C_EffectofPriceOn
Acceptibility*C_EffectofWinDelivaryTimeOnAc
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ceptibility 
40 C_OverallEffectOnAccept
abilityForCurrentCustomer
s 
 C_EffectOfSalesmanRelationOnSalesAcceptibili
ty*C_EffectOfWinTermsOfPayment*C_Effectof
PriceOnAcceptibility*C_EffectofWinDelivaryTi
meOnAcceptibility*C_EffectofAreaCoverageOn
Acceptibility 
41 C_OverallEffectOnAccept
abilityOfWinForNewCusto
mers 
 C_EffectofAreaCoverageOnAcceptibility*C_Eff
ectofPriceOnAcceptibility*C_EffectofWinDeliva
ryTimeOnAcceptibility 
42 C_priceElasticity  -3 
43 C_RefFracttionCustomers
HavingDemand 
mo^-1 0.016<<1/mo>> 
44 C_refUnitPurchasePerCust
omer 
unit/customer 10<<unit/customer>> 
45 C_SalesEffectivityFor 
NewCustomers 
 C_OverallEffectOnAcceptabilityOfWinForNew
Customers*C_InitialAcceptibilityForWinNewCu
stomers 
46 C_SalesEffectivnessForCo
mpetitorsCustomers 
 C_OverallEffectAcceptabilityOfWinForRivalCu
stomers*C_InitialSalesEffectivnessForCompetito
rsCustomers 
47 C_SalesEffectivnessForCu
rrentCustomers 
 C_OverallEffectOnAcceptabilityForCurrentCust
omers*C_InitialAcceptibilityForCurrentCustome
rs 
48 C_SharedCustomer customer 200<<customer>> 
49 C_TotalMarketDemand unit/mo ((C_WinCustomer+C_SharedCustomer+C_Com
petitorCustomer)*C_refUnitPurchasePerCustome
r*C_fractionOfCustomersHavingDemand)+C_Ne
wCustomerDemand 
50 C_WinAreaCoverage  0.8 
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51 C_WinCurrentDemand unit/mo C_CustomersBuyingFromWin*C_refUnitPurcha
sePerCustomer 
52 C_WinCustomer customer 40<<customer>> 
53 C_WinCustomerBecomeS
hared 
customer/mo C_WinCustomer*C_fractionOfCustomersHaving
Demand*C_SalesEffectivnessForCurrentCustom
ers 
54 C_WinDelivaryTime mo I_EstimatedDelivaryTime 
55 C_WinNewCustomerRate customer/mo C_NewCustomer*'C_SalesEffectivityFor 
NewCustomers' 
56 C_WinPartsDelivaryDelay  1 
57 C_WinPrice USD/Equipment 170000<<USD/Equipment>> 
58 C_WinServiceQuality  0.7 
59 C_WinsShareFromShared
Customers 
 C_SalesEffectivnessForCurrentCustomers 
60 C_WinTermsOfPayment  1 
61 C_WinTotalCustomer customer C_SharedCustomer+C_WinCustomer 
62 C_WinTotalDemand unit/mo C_WonNewCustomerPurchase+C_WinCurrentD
emand 
63 C_WinVsCompetitorPrice  C_WinPrice/C_CompetitorPrice 
64 C_WinVsCompetitorsArea
Coverage 
 C_WinAreaCoverage/C_CompetitorsAreaCover
age 
65 C_WinVsCompetitorsTer
msOfPayment 
 C_WinTermsOfPayment/C_CompetitorsTermsO
fpayment 
66 C_WinVsRivalsDelivaryTi
me 
 C_WinDelivaryTime/C_CompetitorsDelivaryTi
me 
67 C_WinWordOfMouth  0.5 
68 C_WonNewCustomerPurc unit/mo C_AverageDemandForNewCustomer*C_WinNe
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hase wCustomerRate 
69 CX_seaonalEffectForNew
Customer 
1 XLDATA("data/data inv.xlsx","Input Data", 
"D9", FLIP)<<1>> 
70 CX_seaonalEffectonCusto
mersPurchase 
1 XLDATA("data/data inv.xlsx","Input Data", 
"D11", FLIP) 
71 CX_WinNewCustomerRat
e 
customer/mo XLDATA("data/data inv.xlsx","Input Data", 
"D8", FLIP)<<customer/mo>> 
72 CX_WinTotalDemand Equipment/mo XLDATA("data/data inv.xlsx","Input Data", 
"D5", FLIP)<<Equipment/mo>> 
73 f_AcctRecEquipMo1 USD 1<<mo>> * f_arEquipBecomingMo1 
74 f_AcctRecEquipMo2 USD 1<<mo>> * f_arEquipBecomingMo2 
75 f_AcctRecEquipMo3 USD 1<<mo>> * f_arEquipBecomingMo3 
76 f_AcctRecEquipMo4 USD 1<<mo>> * f_arEquipBecomingMo4 
77 f_AcctRecEquipMo5 USD 1<<mo>> * f_arEquipBecomingMo5 
78 f_AcctRecEquipMo6 USD 1<<mo>> * f_arEquipBecomingMo6 
79 f_apBecomingEquipMo2 USD/mo DELAYPPL (   
f_apOutstandingFromEquipmentImports * (1 - 
f_percentPaymentAcctPayEquipMo1) , 
1<<mo>> ,  
f_apOutstandingFromEquipmentImports * (1 - 
f_percentPaymentAcctPayEquipMo1)) 
80 f_apBecomingEquipMo3 USD/mo DELAYPPL (   f_apBecomingEquipMo2 * (1-
f_percentPaymentAcctPayEquipMo2) , 
1<<mo>> ,  f_apBecomingEquipMo2 * (1-
f_percentPaymentAcctPayEquipMo2)) 
81 f_APcashExpenseFromAP
EquipmentImports 
USD/mo f_cashPaymentAcctPayEquipMo1+f_cashPayme
ntAcctPayEquipMo2+f_cashPaymentAcctPayEq
uipMo3 
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82 f_apOutstandingFromEqui
pmentImports 
USD/mo f_expenseOnEquipmentImports *(1-
f_percentCashPaymentEquipmentImports) 
83 f_ARDueToCurrentDate USD/mo f_cashCollectedEquipARMo1+f_cashCollectedE
quipARMo2+f_cashCollectedEquipARMo3+f_c
ashCollectedEquipARMo4+f_cashCollectedEqui
pARMo5+f_cashCollectedEquipARMo6 
84 f_arEquipBecomingMo1 USD/mo f_totalSalesAmount 
*f_percentEquipRevBecomingSkedAR 
85 f_arEquipBecomingMo2 USD/mo DELAYPPL(  f_arEquipBecomingMo1 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo1 ) , 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo1 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo1 ) ) 
86 f_arEquipBecomingMo3 USD/mo DELAYPPL(  f_arEquipBecomingMo2 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo2 ) , 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo2 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo2 ) ) 
87 f_arEquipBecomingMo4 USD/mo DELAYPPL(  f_arEquipBecomingMo3 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo3 ) , 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo3 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo3 ) ) 
88 f_arEquipBecomingMo5 USD/mo DELAYPPL(  f_arEquipBecomingMo4 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo4 ) , 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo4 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo4 ) ) 
89 f_arEquipBecomingMo6 USD/mo DELAYPPL(  f_arEquipBecomingMo5 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo5 ) , 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo5 * (1 - 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo5 ) ) 
90 f_averageDelayTimeforPa
ymentOfOldDebt 
mo 3<<mo>> 
91 f_AverageDelayTimeforPa
ymentOfRiskyDebt 
mo 18<<mo>> 
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92 f_cash USD 3E+07 
93 f_cashCollectedEquipAR
Mo1 
USD/mo DELAYPPL(  (f_arEquipBecomingMo1 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo1), 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo1 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo1)  
94 f_cashCollectedEquipAR
Mo2 
USD/mo DELAYPPL(  f_arEquipBecomingMo2 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo2, 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo2 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo2)  
95 f_cashCollectedEquipAR
Mo3 
USD/mo DELAYPPL(  (f_arEquipBecomingMo3 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo3), 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo3 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo3)  
96 f_cashCollectedEquipAR
Mo4 
USD/mo DELAYPPL(  f_arEquipBecomingMo4 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo4, 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo4 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo4)  
97 f_cashCollectedEquipAR
Mo5 
USD/mo DELAYPPL(  f_arEquipBecomingMo5 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo5, 1<<mo>> ,  
f_arEquipBecomingMo5 * 
f_percentCollectedEquipARMo5)  
98 f_cashCollectedEquipAR
Mo6 
USD/mo DELAYPPL(  f_arEquipBecomingMo6 , 
1<<mo>> ,  f_arEquipBecomingMo6 ) 
99 f_cashCollectedEquipPick
up 
USD/mo f_cashCollectedFromCashSalesAtEquipPickup+f
_cashCollectedFromCreditSalesAtEquipPickup 
100 f_cashCollectedFromARD
elinquent 
USD/mo f_DeliquentPayment 
101 f_cashCollectedFromCash
SalesAtEquipPickup 
USD/mo f_totalSalesAmount*(1-
f_percentDownPaymentFromCCO) 
*f_percentCashSalesOfAllSales 
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102 f_cashCollectedFromCredi
tSalesAtEquipPickup 
USD/mo f_totalSalesAmount *(1-
f_percentDownPaymentFromCCO) *(1-
f_percentCashSalesOfAllSales) 
*f_percentCashCollectedOfCreditSalesAtPickup 
103 f_cashCollectedFromDow
nPaymentAtCCO 
USD/mo f_percentDownPaymentFromCCO*f_revenueFro
mCCOIssuesSales 
104 f_cashCollectedFromEqui
pAR 
USD/mo f_ARDueToCurrentDate*(1-
f_percentageOfArBecomeLate) 
105 f_cashExpenseFromEquip
mentImports 
USD/mo f_expenseOnEquipmentImports 
*f_percentCashPaymentEquipmentImports 
106 f_cashExpenseSalesmanC
ompensation 
USD/mo f_commissionTotal+f_salarybaseTotal 
107 f_cashPaymentAcctPayEq
uipMo1 
USD/mo DELAYPPL(  
f_apOutstandingFromEquipmentImports * 
f_percentPaymentAcctPayEquipMo1 , 1<<mo>> 
,  f_apOutstandingFromEquipmentImports * 
f_percentPaymentAcctPayEquipMo1 ) 
108 f_cashPaymentAcctPayEq
uipMo2 
USD/mo DELAYPPL( f_apBecomingEquipMo2 * 
f_percentPaymentAcctPayEquipMo2 , 1<<mo>> 
,  f_apBecomingEquipMo2 * 
f_percentPaymentAcctPayEquipMo2 ) 
109 f_cashPaymentAcctPayEq
uipMo3 
USD/mo DELAYPPL( f_apBecomingEquipMo3, 
1<<mo>> ,  f_apBecomingEquipMo3 ) 
110 f_cogsEquipmentImports USD/Equipment 150000 
111 f_commissionPerEquipme
ntSold 
USD/Equipment 120 
112 f_commissionTotal USD/mo f_equipPickups*f_commissionPerEquipmentSol
d 
113 f_DebtBecomingDeliquent
Rate 
USD/mo f_ARDueToCurrentDate*f_percentageOfArBeco
meLate 
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114 f_DebtBecomingRisky USD/mo f_OldDebt/f_TimeforOldDebtToBecomeRisky 
115 f_DeliquentPayment USD/mo f_OldDebt/f_averageDelayTimeforPaymentOfOl
dDebt 
116 f_DeliquentPaymentFrom
RiskyDebt 
USD/mo f_riskyAR/f_AverageDelayTimeforPaymentOfR
iskyDebt 
117 f_equipImports Equipment/mo I_EQShippment 
118 f_equipPickups Equipment/mo I_EQDelivery 
119 f_expenseOnEquipmentIm
ports 
USD/mo f_equipImports *f_cogsEquipmentImports 
120 f_Expenses USD/mo f_APcashExpenseFromAPEquipmentImports+f_
cashExpenseFromEquipmentImports+f_cashExp
enseSalesmanCompensation 
121 f_Income USD/mo f_cashCollectedFromCreditSalesAtEquipPickup
+f_cashCollectedFromEquipAR+f_cashCollected
FromARDelinquent+f_cashCollectedFromCashS
alesAtEquipPickup+f_cashCollectedFromDownP
aymentAtCCO 
122 f_JuniorSalesman person m_JuniorSalesman 
123 f_OldDebt USD 0<<USD>> 
124 f_ordinaryDebt USD f_ordinaryDebtInitial 
125 f_ordinaryDebtInitial USD f_AcctRecEquipMo1+f_AcctRecEquipMo2+f_A
cctRecEquipMo3+f_AcctRecEquipMo4+f_Acct
RecEquipMo5+f_AcctRecEquipMo6 
126 f_percentageOfArBecome
Late 
 0.1 
127 f_percentCashCollectedOf
CreditSalesAtPickup 
 0.25 
128 f_percentCashPaymentEqu
ipmentImports 
1 0.5 
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129 f_percentCashSalesOfAllS
ales 
 0.7 
130 f_percentCollectedEquipA
RMo1 
 0.166667 
131 f_percentCollectedEquipA
RMo2 
 0.2 
132 f_percentCollectedEquipA
RMo3 
 0.25 
133 f_percentCollectedEquipA
RMo4 
 0.3333 
134 f_percentCollectedEquipA
RMo5 
 0.5 
135 f_percentDownPaymentFr
omCCO 
 0.2 
136 f_percentEquipRevBecomi
ngSkedAR 
 (1 - f_percentDownPaymentFromCCO) *(1 - 
f_percentCashSalesOfAllSales ) *(1 - 
f_percentCashCollectedOfCreditSalesAtPickup ) 
137 f_percentPaymentAcctPay
EquipMo1 
 0.33 
138 f_percentPaymentAcctPay
EquipMo2 
1 0.5 
139 f_pricePerEquipmentSold USD/Equipment C_WinPrice 
140 f_revenueFromCCOIssues
Sales 
USD/mo I_CCOIssueRate*f_pricePerEquipmentSold 
141 f_riskyAR USD 0<<USD>> 
142 f_salaryBaseJuniorSalesm
an 
USD/mo f_JuniorSalesman*f_salaryPerJunior 
143 f_salaryBaseSeniorSalesm
an 
USD/mo f_SeniorSalesman*f_salaryPerSenior 
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144 f_salarybaseTotal USD/mo f_salaryBaseJuniorSalesman+f_salaryBaseSenior
Salesman+f_salaryBaseTraineeSalesman 
145 f_salaryBaseTraineeSales
man 
USD/mo f_TraineeSalesman*f_salaryPerTrainee 
146 f_salaryPerJunior USD/person/mo 130 
147 f_salaryPerSenior USD/person/mo 130 
148 f_salaryPerTrainee USD/person/mo 100 
149 f_SeniorSalesman person m_SeniorSalesman 
150 f_TimeforOldDebtToBeco
meRisky 
mo 8<<mo>> 
151 f_totalSalesAmount USD/mo I_sales*C_WinPrice 
152 f_TraineeSalesman person m_TraineeSalesman 
153 I_allocationChange Equipment/mo STEP(1,2012<<@yr>>)*(MAX(I_maxAllocatio
nSubtract,MIN(I_MaxAllocationAddition,p_Poli
cySwitch*(P_AdjInventory+P_adjCCO)))) 
154 I_Cancellation Rate Equipment/mo (I_CCO*I_effectOfETDonCancellation)*I_Switc
hToEnoCancellationRate+DELAYPPL(IX_CCO
CancelationRate, 2<<mo>>)*(1-
I_SwitchToEnoCancellationRate) 
155 I_CCO Equipment 100 
156 I_CCOIssueRate Equipment/mo I_TotalDemand*I_SwitchToIndogenizeDemand
+CX_WinTotalDemand*(1-
I_SwitchToIndogenizeDemand) 
157 I_desiredInventory Equipment P_PerceivedSales*I_desiredInventoryCoverage 
158 I_desiredInventoryCovera
ge 
mo 0.1<<mo>> 
159 I_DesiredTimeDelivary mo 2<<mo>> 
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160 I_effectOfETDonCancellat
ion 
mo^-1 GRAPH(I_EstimatedDelivaryTime/I_DesiredTi
meDelivary,0,0.5,{0,0.00,0,0.02,0.055,0.094,0.16
5,0.245,0.326,0.368,0.4//Min:-
0.5;Max:0.5//}<<1/mo>>) 
161 I_EQCustomClearence Equipment/mo DELAYPPL(I_EQShippment,I_timeInTransit) 
162 I_EQDelivery Equipment/mo I_sales 
163 I_EQInPricipalStock Equipment I_timeShipment*I_Production 
164 I_EQinProduction Equipment I_EQUnderFinalProduction+I_EQUnderPrimary
Production 
165 I_EQInTransit Equipment I_EQShippment*I_timeInTransit 
166 I_EQShippment Equipment/mo DELAYPPL(I_Production,I_timeShipment) 
167 I_EQStockHO Equipment 6 
168 I_EQtoFinalProduction Equipment/mo DELAYPPL(I_orderPlan,I_timePrimaryProducti
on) 
169 I_EQUnderFinalProductio
n 
Equipment I_EQtoFinalProduction*I_timeFinalProduction 
170 I_EQUnderPrimaryProduc
tion 
Equipment IX_YearlyPlan*I_timePrimaryProduction 
171 I_EstimatedDelivaryTime mo I_CCO/I_sales 
172 I_expectedDemandForNex
tYear 
Equipment/mo DELAYPPL(P_PerceivedSales*(1+p_growthrate
/10),7<<mo>>) 
173 I_fractionEQUnderProduct
AllowedToChange 
mo^-1 0.5<<1/mo>> 
174 I_fractionOfCustomersRea
dyToPurchase 
mo^-1 0.5<<1/mo>> 
175 I_InTransitEquipment Equipment I_EQInPricipalStock+I_EQInTransit 
176 I_InventoryCoverge mo I_EQStockHO/I_EQDelivery 
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177 I_MaxAllocationAddition Equipment/mo I_fractionEQUnderProductAllowedToChange*I_
EQUnderFinalProduction 
178 I_maxAllocationSubtract Equipment/mo ###### 
179 I_maxEQreadyForSalePer
Month 
Equipment/mo MAX(0<<Equipment/mo>>,I_EQStockHO/I_ti
meRequiredToDelivery) 
180 I_maxEQreadyToBuyPer
Month 
Equipment/mo I_CCO*I_fractionOfCustomersReadyToPurchas
e 
181 I_orderPlan Equipment/mo MAX(0<<Equipment/mo>>,(I_expectedDemand
ForNextYear+p_PolicySwitch*P_PercevedAdj))
*(1-
I_YearlyPlanTimeSwitch)+(IX_YearlyPlan*I_Ye
arlyPlanTimeSwitch) 
182 I_Production Equipment/mo 'I_Switch for endo 
ordering'*((I_EQUnderFinalProduction/I_timeFi
nalProduction)- I_allocationChange)+(1-
'I_Switch for endo ordering')*IX_ShipmentPlan 
183 I_sales Equipment/mo MAX(0<<Equipment/mo>>,MIN(I_maxEQread
yForSalePerMonth, 
I_maxEQreadyToBuyPerMonth)) 
184 I_Switch for endo ordering  STEP(1, 2010<<@yr>>) 
185 I_SwitchToEnoCancellatio
nRate 
 1 
186 I_SwitchToIndogenizeDe
mand 
 1 
187 I_timeFinalProduction mo 1<<mo>> 
188 I_timeInTransit mo 2<<mo>> 
189 I_timePrimaryProduction mo 1<<mo>> 
190 I_timeRequiredToDelivery mo 3<<da>> 
191 I_timeShipment mo 3<<da>> 
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192 I_TotalDemand Equipment/mo DELAYPPL(C_WinTotalDemand*1<<Equipme
nt/unit>>,1<<mo>>) 
193 I_YearlyPlanTimeSwitch  1+STEP(-0.5,2011<<@yr>>)+STEP(-
0.5,2012<<@yr>>) 
194 IX_CCOCancelationRate Equipment/mo XLDATA("data/data inv.xlsx","Input Data", 
"D7", FLIP)<<Equipment/mo>> 
195 IX_EQStockHO Equipment/mo   XLDATA("data/data inv.xlsx","Input Data", 
"D12", FLIP)<<Equipment/mo>> 
196 IX_ShipmentPlan Equipment/mo XLDATA("data/data inv.xlsx","Input Data", 
"D3", FLIP)<<Equipment/mo>> 
197 IX_YearlyPlan Equipment/mo XLDATA("data/data inv.xlsx","Input Data", 
"D6", FLIP)<<Equipment/mo>> 
198 m_ATforRelationshipToC
hange 
mo 3<<mo>> 
199 m_CompetitorsVisitEffecti
veness 
customer/visit 0.05<<customer/visit>> 
200 m_Customersper 
eachSalesman 
customer/person C_WinTotalCustomer/m_totalSalesman 
201 m_EffectOfSalesmRelatio
nshipEfficiencyOnSalesma
nrelationShip 
1 GRAPH(m_SalesmanRelationshipEfficency,0,0.
1,{0,0.026,0.08,0.18,0.34,0.5,0.626,0.79,0.89,0.9
7,1//Min:0;Max:1//}) 
202 m_EffOfCustomerOverflo
wOnCompetitorsVisits 
1 GRAPH(m_ratioOfActalToRefNoCustomers,0,1
,{1,0.0//Min:-1;Max:11//}) 
203 m_FractionJuniorReassign
ment 
1 0.20 
204 m_FractionTraineeReassig
nment 
1 0.20 
205 m_IndicatedQltBusinessRe
lationship 
1 m_EffectOfSalesmRelationshipEfficiencyOnSale
smanrelationShip*m_TargetQltBusinessRelations
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hip 
206 m_InitialSalesmanrRelatio
nwithCustomer 
1 INIT(m_SalesmanrRelationwithCustomer)  
207 m_ix_traineesHiredPerYea
r 
person/yr 3 
208 m_juniorleaving person/mo m_JuniorSalesman*m_FractionJuniorReassignm
ent/m_tSalesmanExp 
209 m_JuniorSalesman person 11 
210 m_MaximumNoCompetito
rsCustomerBeingEfficientl
yContacted 
customer/mo m_VisitsCompetitorsCustomer*m_Competitors
VisitEffectiveness 
211 m_ratioOfActalToRefNoC
ustomers 
 C_WinTotalCustomer/m_RefNoCustomer 
212 m_RefNoCustomer customer m_RefNoCustomersFromJrSalesman+m_RefNo
CustomersFromSrSalesman 
213 m_RefNoCustomersFromJ
rSalesman 
customer m_JuniorSalesman*m_RefNoCustomersPerJrSal
esman 
214 m_RefNoCustomersFromS
rSalesman 
customer m_SeniorSalesman*m_RefNoCustomersPerSrSa
lesman 
215 m_RefNoCustomersPerJrS
alesman 
customer/person m_refNoVisitsJrSalesman/m_refNoVisistsreqire
dFromCustomer 
216 m_RefNoCustomersPerSr
Salesman 
customer/person m_refNoVisitsSrSalesman/m_refNoVisistsreqire
dFromCustomer 
217 m_refNoVisistsreqiredFro
mCustomer 
visit/(mo*custo
mer) 
2<<visit/customer/mo>> 
218 m_refNoVisitsJrSalesman visit/(mo*perso
n) 
30<<visit/person/mo>> 
219 m_refNoVisitsSrSalesman visit/(mo*perso 40<<visit/person/mo>> 
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n) 
220 m_refNoVisitsToCompetit
orsCustomerPerSalesman 
visit/(mo*perso
n) 
30<<visit/person/mo>> 
221 m_RefNoVisitsToRivalCu
stomers 
visit/mo m_totalSalesman*m_refNoVisitsToCompetitors
CustomerPerSalesman 
222 m_salesmanExp person/mo m_JuniorSalesman*(1-
m_FractionJuniorReassignment)/m_tSalesmanEx
p 
223 m_SalesmanRelationChan
geRate 
mo^-1 (m_IndicatedQltBusinessRelationship-
m_SalesmanrRelationwithCustomer)/m_ATforRe
lationshipToChange 
224 m_SalesmanRelationshipE
fficency 
 1/m_ratioOfActalToRefNoCustomers 
225 m_SalesmanrRelationwith
Customer 
 1 
226 m_salesmanTraineeHiring person/mo m_ix_traineesHiredPerYear/12<<mo/yr>> 
227 m_salesmanTraining person/mo m_TraineeSalesman*(1-
m_FractionTraineeReassignment)/m_tsalestrainin
g 
228 m_seniorLeaving person/mo m_SeniorSalesman/m_tSeniorLeaving 
229 m_SeniorSalesman person 17 
230 m_TargetQltBusinessRelat
ionship 
 1 
231 m_totalSalesman person m_JuniorSalesman+m_SeniorSalesman 
232 m_traineeReassignment person/mo m_TraineeSalesman*m_FractionTraineeReassig
nment/m_tsalestraining 
233 m_TraineeSalesman person 3 
234 m_tSalesmanExp mo 24 
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235 m_tsalestraining mo 12 
236 m_tSeniorLeaving mo 48 
237 m_VisitsCompetitorsCusto
mer 
visit/mo m_RefNoVisitsToRivalCustomers*m_EffOfCust
omerOverflowOnCompetitorsVisits 
238 p_AccumulativeSale Equipment 0<<Equipment>> 
239 P_adjCCO Equipment/mo (I_CCO-p_DesiredCCO)/p_timeToAdjCCO 
240 P_adjInOrdering Equipment/mo P_AdjInTransit+P_AdjInventory+P_adjInProduc
tion-I_allocationChange 
241 P_adjInProduction Equipment/mo (P_desiredInProduction-
I_EQinProduction)/P_TimeToAdjIP 
242 P_AdjInTransit Equipment/mo 0*(P_DesiredInTransit-
I_InTransitEquipment)/P_TimeToAdjIT 
243 P_AdjInventory Equipment/mo (I_desiredInventory-
I_EQStockHO)/P_timetoadjInv 
244 p_AnnualAccGrowthRate  0 
245 P_AnnualGrowthRateTren
d 
yr^-1 P_GrowthRateofLastYear/1<<yr>> 
246 P_AnnualTimePulse  PULSE(TIMESTEP,2011<<@yr>>,1<<yr>>) 
247 P_ATSalesPerception mo 1<<mo>> 
248 P_changeInPerceivedAdj Equipment/mo² (P_adjInOrdering-P_PercevedAdj)/TIMESTEP 
249 P_changeInPerceivedSales Equipment/mo² (I_sales-
P_PerceivedSales)/P_ATSalesPerception 
250 p_DesiredCCO Equipment P_PerceivedSales*P_desiredCCOCoverage 
251 P_desiredCCOCoverage mo 3<<mo>> 
252 P_desiredInProduction Equipment P_desiredInProductionCoverage*P_PerceivedSal
es 
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253 P_desiredInProductionCov
erage 
mo 2<<mo>> 
254 P_DesiredInTransit Equipment P_PerceivedSales*P_desiredInTransitCoverage 
255 P_desiredInTransitCovera
ge 
mo 2.1<<mo>> 
256 p_growthrate  (P_SaleForOneYearAgo-
p_SalesForTwoYearsAgo)/p_SalesForTwoYears
Ago 
257 P_GrowthRatebecomingO
neyearOld 
mo^-1 p_AnnualAccGrowthRate*P_AnnualTimePulse/
TIMESTEP 
258 p_growthrateByTrend yr^-1 TREND(p_AccumulativeSale,1<<yr>>,200<<Eq
uipment>>) 
259 P_growthRateClearing mo^-1 P_GrowthRateofLastYear*P_AnnualTimePulse/
TIMESTEP 
260 P_GrowthRateofLastYear  0.1 
261 P_PerceivedSales Equipment/mo 30<<Equipment/mo>> 
262 P_PercevedAdj Equipment/mo 0<<Equipment/mo>> 
263 p_PolicySwitch  0 
264 p_SaleAging1year Equipment/mo P_AnnualTimePulse*p_AccumulativeSale/TIME
STEP 
265 p_SaleAging2year Equipment/mo P_SaleForOneYearAgo*P_AnnualTimePulse/TI
MESTEP 
266 P_SaleAging3year Equipment/mo P_AnnualTimePulse*p_SalesForTwoYearsAgo/
TIMESTEP 
267 P_SaleForOneYearAgo Equipment 250<<Equipment>> 
268 p_SalesForTwoYearsAgo Equipment 200<<Equipment>> 
269 p_timeToAdjCCO mo 7.56<<mo>> 
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270 P_timetoadjInv mo 2.48<<mo>> 
271 P_TimeToAdjIP mo 7.74<<mo>> 
272 P_TimeToAdjIT mo 7.74<<mo>> 
 
 
 
